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lnvestrrients are not ~ut of the question. 
for many college students in F-M area 

By Kevin Cassella 
FQr most students, the financial 

section of the newspaper is 
something to line the birdcage with. 
Or to paper train that new puppy. 
On the other bend, for some students 
it provides information about how 
well their various investments are 
faring. -

Actually, not many college 
students can afford to play the stock 
market. Normally, students use all 

- their available money to complete 
their education, said Joyce Rude of 
Dakota National Bank. 

Perhaps the most common form of 
investment is the passbook savings 
account. The accounts earn 5.25 
percent annually. Credit unions and 
savings and loans pay a slightly 
higher rate. 

But for those with larger sums of 
money, other forms of investments 
are possible. 

"Naturally, anything that's not in
sured is a bit riskier, but the return 
is quite a bit higher," said Dan Lilja, 
stockbroker for Merrill, Lynch, 
Pierce, Fenner and Smith, Inc. in 
Fargo. 

The company has. what it calls the 
sharebuilder plan. It's a convenient 
way to purchase stocks or precious 
metals for those who don't have 
large amounts of money, he said. 

Investors may purchase stocks for 
$25 and after an initial $100 invest-

• ment, $50 for silver and gold. 
· Under this plan, "you invest by the 

dollar amount and not by the share 
or ounce," according to the com
pany's literature. For •example, $25 
may purchase 2.8 shares in Com-
pany X, -but only three-fourths 
shares in Company Y. 

Another advantage is investors 

Student senate 
· winners to start 
new sch~I year 

By Rick Olaon 
Here's a rundown of the winners 

~ in the student senate election. 
Vote totals and names of those 

who were defeated were 
unavailable at press time. 
_ In the race for 'Reed-Johnson 
senator, Rodger Christenson was 
victorious. 

· For the High Rises, Darrell 
Veldhouse won a seat on the senate. 

In the race over at Stockbridge
Ch1U'chill, Joseph DeWalt came out 
the winner. 

-Graverites voted in Dan Ackmann 
as their student senator. 

Over in married student's hous
ing, Mark T. Harris was elected. 

For off-campus senator, Leslie La
Fountain, Roger Skraba, Dennis 
Presser, Paul Leier and Philip Landis 
were the top vote-getters in a field of 
eight candidates. . 
· And for Campus Attractions, the 

winner was Scott Ward. 

pay lower brokerage rates. "Shar
builder offers you discounts of up to 
40 percent off regular Merrill Lynch 
commission rates on transactions 
under $5,000." 

There is one disadvantage to the 
plan. Transactions take a day to 
complete, Lilja said. 

Investment clubs are another way 
to become involved in the stock 
market. 

A group of teachers at Benjamin 
Franklin Junior High School in Fargo 
did just that. Each month the eight 
teachers pay $400. The stocks are 
·bought in tOO-share lots. 

"If you can do that, you can get 
reduced brokerage rates," Lilja 
said. 

Investment opportunities need not 
· stop with stocks. · 

"Mutual funds, in my estimation, 
should be a very good investment," 

said Clifford Stadum, branch 
manager of Piper Jaffray and Hop
wood Incorporated. 

Mutual funds provide another 
way of putting a group of small in
vestors together. The funds are con
trolled by a professional manage
ment team and are invested to 
return high yields. 

If a person invested about $1,400 
in a certain mutual fund in 
December 1980, that amount would 
grow to about $3,500 10 years later
a 250-percent increase. 

Lilja describes annuities as part 
life insurance and part inv;estment. 
One plan pays 13.5 percent on an in
vestment of $500 to $1 ,000 minimum. 

The earnings are tax deferred but 
always taxable-and you're closing 
the door on gro\\'.th, Stadum said. 

Invest To Page 2 

Soccer Club is still on probation 
after the misuse oi student fees 

By Rick Olson 
lnternal problems and the alleged 

misuse of allocated student activity 
fees were the two chief causes the 
SU Soccer Club was.placed on pr~ 
bation last spring. 

"They had a i:ather vague con
stitution and bylaws," said Kathy 
Kilgore, SU director of student 

. organizations, development and ac
tivities. 

According to Kilgore, the soccer 
club is still on probation until it 
can pay back the amount owed to 
student government and prove "they 
can function .cohesively as a group." 

The soccer club presently owes 
student government the sum of 
$105.12. 

"The club had internal problems 

last spring within the leadership 
structure of the org nization," 
Kilgore said. Also, many of its 
members had questions on what was 
going on. 

Club adviser Dr. Allan Ashworth. 
professor of geology, has taken a 
more personal involvement with the 
club, according to Kilgore. 

"The club had difficulties of being 
an organization and a sport at the 
same time,'' Kilgore said. 

She said the club has written a 
new constitution to spell things out 
in detail. . 

At present, the soccer club is rais
ing money to pay back what is owed 
the student government and for 
operating funds to run the club this 
year. 

With Sunday's 70a temperatures, Bob Gustafaon(left) and Lynn Fricke In foreground 
and Jeffev Arzque (left) and Faall Tegene, background, relaxed on the library's front 
lawn. Photo by Eric Hy/den 
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Measure e vote issue goes to the polls 
qri_ Nov. 2; many voters are expected 

Invest FnnP8Qe1 · 

. With the curr~nt pro 
the social security sys 
said students may want 
the possibilities of an 
retirement account. By Darrel Veldhouse 

Gambling in North Dakota-to be or 
not to be? That is the que.sµon voters 
will have to answer November 2. · 

H they listen to Dennis Falk, 
gambling will continue. Falk, the 
president and general manger of 
Prairie Public Television and a 
member of the Steering Committee 
for Control of Gambling, spoke at a 
Brown Bag seminar last Wednesday. 

Prior to 1976, all gaming was il~ 
legal in North Dakota. In 1976, a con
stitutional amendment to allow 
charitable gambling such as pull 
tabs in fraternal organizations W8S GraphlcbyJulieHolgate 

passed. million. He also said gaming was tak-
In 1979, the North Dakota State ing the place of federal cutbacks in 

Legfslature decided to allow charity. ' . 
charitable organizations outside. of Falk stated Priair1e . Public TV 
fraternal organizations to conduct · would exist if gaming was stopped, 
gaming. Then in 1981, blackjack was but in a substantially different form. 
legalized with a $2 limit. Charities could work without gam-

Falk said since July, gaming has ing, he said, but only at the bare sur
provided $11 million for. parks, vival of before gaming and so would 
public broadcasting, youth organiza: not be able to provide services as 
tions and other charitable causes. well as they do now. 
He also feels the · state legislature Despite the good that gaming does, 
acted responsibly in passing the ·Falk did admit there are some prob
gaming laws. lams. But he added the control was 

He said, "You have an enormous good. _ 
amount of social good arising in "It's a large new industry and it's 
North Dakota." grown ~n a real ~urry. I think the 

Some good he cited was the fact level of control is exemplary for 
3,000to4,000peoplewereemployed something that's grown that 
by gauung. If those people lost their quickly," Falk said. 
jobs, it could cost the state $20 to 25 Falk said the polls on Measure 6 

Rush week.was a letdown for SU . . 

sororities, ·but fraternities did well ·: 
By Roxanne Oilen 

Rush week for Greek societies had 
/ a relatively high turnout for frater- · 

nities, but a low atten~ance rate for · 
sororities. 

Rush counseior, Sonja Jargenson 
said, "The turnout for the sororities 
was somewhat of a letdown, 
especially since the sorority girls put 
a lot of work into rush activities, in
cluding picnics and skits. As an 
overall average, about 5 to 6 girls 
pledged i~to each hous·e on 
campus." · 

Jergenson felt poor advertising 
and the early scheduling of rush 
could have been the cause of low at
tendance during rush. 

.. 
of ·creek societies or from · their 
parents who are now alumni. 

~cause of the low turnout, some 
sororities ·are · ·already planning 
another formal rush sometime in the 

. near future. 

Kerry Johansen of Sigma Chi was · 
pleased with turnout for the frater
nities. With activities ranging from 
Playboy Party Night to Around the 
World and Roaring 20·s· night, 
Johansen estimated that about 80 

_guys went through with 40 who were 
really interested and 17 who pledg- . 
ed. 

SAE also e,cperienced a high tur
nout with an estimated 90 guys going 
through rush and 16 pledging. 

Delora Kautzmann of Gamma Phi A new idea which was incor- . 
Beta felt the major reason why turn- , porated into the frat activities this 
out was so low was be.cause people year was non-alcoholic days. Greg 
are not well informed about the Brenden or' Alpha Gamma Rho felt 

· Greek system. that the id~a was excellent and it 
. wen over pretty well. 

Fifty-four girls signed up for_ rush · 
and only 23 actually went through. "Some guys just don't care to 
For those who did go through, their drink,'.' said Brenden, "and the non
knowledge of the Greek system was alcoholic days which occurred on 
obtained through older brothers and Tuesday and Thursday eliminated 

. sisters who were already members the pressure of having to drink." 

7 ,, . 
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DRYCi.EANING· 
Just off campus 
behind Gamma 
.Phi Beta 
1135 17th St. N . 

I • • I . . . . . 

10% cash & carry discount off our already 
low prices 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. 

are close, with the lfnti-gaming posi
tion holding a sljght lead. He also 
said even if the measure passes, the 
private gambling would likely con
tinue without charities receiving any 
benefits. 

The gaming law has done much to 
.help the state's economy by pro
viding jobs and bringing in tourists 
from Canada and other states, Falk 
explained. · , 1 

He said, "I think it's a good law for 
the state." 

FRENCH F,RIES ... 
,.._ ... IQ 

IRAs offer immediate 
and also provide for a re' 
come. Single persons may 
up to $2,000 ~ually 
about 12-percent interest 
from the account are tax 

For a person in the 
bracket, a $2,000 co 
realizes a $400 tax sa · 
ding to information p 
Rude. 

A major drawback is 
caii.'t be withdrawn until 
reaches 60 years of ag 
willing to take a siza 
penalty. 

Before making long. 
vestments, be forewar 
vestments are taken into 
tion when determing fin 
under the equation used~ 
cial aids office·. 

Also, the use of financial 
for investment making is · 
SU financial aid officer 
Tesmer. 

With this coupon 
purchase of ~ lb. 
burger at the reg 
price of $1.19 you 
calve 1 regular 
fries 

RESTAURANT 
FRE . ' 

Offer good Saturday 
through October 8, 1 5 fO Main Avenue 

Moorhead - 233-5510 

OPEN 10 AM· 10 PM 

L-. Limit one coupon per customer: 

----------------------· 

/, ., 

Wed. Oct.&, 7:30p.m. 
Fargo Civic Center 

Tickets: $4 at all Christian ·Bookstores 
$5 at the door . 

•and available In the Union 
I 

Sponsor9d by Campus Crusade tor Christ. 



ents' parents encouraged to visit canlpus 
By TalUlJ Rowan Bureau, said the bureau decided to -

count cards are betng provide this service at its monthly 
e parents of area col- sales meeting with the managers of 
to the F-M area. all the motels in the area. 
an be used.at all par- In the long run she hopes some 
ls in the two cities. goodwill can develop between the 

rvice and economy students and the convention center. 
luded in the discount "We don't feel there is enough em
nvention and Visitors phasis placed on students and on This is 

what the . 
card looks like 

printed 18,000 cards, their effect on tourism," Norby said. 
ate number of students The student population in the F7M 
olleges, that are being area adds to the entertainment op
SU, MSU and Concor- tions of the area with the many col

can pick up their card 
desk in the Memorial 

rd, which is good until 
83, will be available to 

lege sports, plays and concerts. 
Many businesses are also kept alive 
in the community by the student 

sons and daughters, students will convention can be made through the 
spend more time at school. convention center. The services are 

population. 
The convention center works to done at no cost to the convention 

.bring tourism to the area. Work to committees. 

" 
needs the student's 
the name of the col

before the parents can 

The convention center wants to 
encourage parents to become involv
ed in the F-M community. With the 
lodging discounts, the center is try
ing to let them know Fargo and 
Moorhead are interested in having 

bring in tourism is done mostly in the Students can also make use of the 
North Dakota and Minnesota center by calling any weekday. 
regions. Questions on city bus routes, 

them visit. 

Once the tourists are brought to museum hours, where to find help 
the town, the center works to show witli a project and what's happening 
them hospitality. Information on din- in the city can be answered by the 
ing, and hotels, maps . and tour center. 

card· must also be 
en receiving the room 
hen paying in order to Norby feels it is better for the 

students to stay here instead of go- . 
, assistant director of ing home every weekend. With 
vention and Visitors parents encouraged to visit their 

guides are povided to ourists. "We are trying to get students in-
"SU makes good use of the center terested in community happenings 

with its many conventions," Norby and providing them with this parent 
said. discount is a way to let them know 

All arrangements for any type of we are here," Norby said. 

*********************************~ 
ouknow f Messages of many kinds can· be 

we specialize i heard on SU's T.A.P.E. service 
• S p • t• ? By Jean Wirtz In Creen rtn Ing • ! Let your fingers do the dialing to 
ALL TYPES : ! the T.A.P.E. program. Information * ranging from herpes to pet care is * available with the touch of the dial. 

• T-shirts 
• Jerseys 
• Jack•ts 
• Caps· 
• Uniforms 

* T.A.P.E. is an acroiiym for ! Telephone Access Program Ex* change. It consists of a collection of * recorded messages ranging from 
. ! !Wq t9 ~ourbem~nute.s ~ l~Q.gth. • . * T.A.P.E. came a reality to SU in * May 1977 through the efforts of a ! · task force implemented by the Stu* dent Affairs Division. * "There· is a need for it on ! campus," Marjorie~ Olson, opera-

CK SERVICES*GOOD PRICES 
* tions director and i.Ilformation ser! vices coordinator at Memorial 
* Union, said . . 

t'J- S'!.o!.!~8..nd • 
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 58e60 

238-7878 

* 'Over 700 re9orded cassette tapes ! are available containing "any sub* ject students have an interest in," * Olson said. ! Health care tapes are most widely * requested. Olson said a major · * reason for this is that the program 

be desired by students when cover
ing such subjects as vene.ral disease 
or contraceptive}}. 

A contact person is given at the 
end of each tape for those students 
who require additional information. 

A script guideline is used when 
making the tapes. The contact is 
usually an expert on campus. 

The experts provide reliable infor-
mation on' tapes, Olson said. · 

T.A.P.E. was budgeted $11,000 
this year. The majority of the money 
goes toward payment of T.A.P.E. 
employees who are primarily work-

. study students. 
With the use of advertising in 

campus publications, T.A.P.E. 
receives an average of 150 to 200 
calls. After the effects of advertising 
have waned, a consistent 40 calls 
per day are received. 

"T.A.P.E. is an inexpensive way to 
get information to the students 
without the use of paper," Olson 
said. 

The number is 237-TAPE. , ****************~***************~ provides anonymity. Anonymity may r--------------......:.-.....:... ____________ ___._, 

S - 2 for 1, 8:30-10:30 

817 C,entedlve. 
Moorhead, MN 

· 50~ DRINKS, 7:00-10:00 . 

R · THIRSTY THURSDAY 
($1.25 PITCHERS 6:()0.10:00) 

• FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB 
($1.25 .PITCHERS 3:00-6:00; open at 2:00 ) 

$5.00 PITCHERS of MIXED DRINKS 

Continuing its year,long dedicatory celebration, North 
Dakota State University Festival Concert Hall presents 

PETER NERO IN CONCERT 
An evening of dazzling piano artistry featuring jazz, contemporary and 
classical music. . 

Tuesday, October 19, 1982, 8:15 p.m. 
Write NDSU Memorial Union Ticket Office, P.O. Box 5476, NDSU 
58105, or call (701) 237-8458. Reserved seating, $10, $9, $8. Wheelchair 
locations. Tickets also available at Straus downtown and West Acres. 

3 

., 



I OOEDITORIAL 
And when God said, "Let there be 

money so we can eliminate the 
bai:ter system," SU was there. 

. You can't help but get this picture 
of life on our campus. ·At every turn 
someone is asking you to reopen your 
rapidly-thinning pocketbook and 
contribute in greater amountfl to the 
coffers. 
· This time, it's Fine Arts Series. 

Once upon a time as a youthful 
freshman, I was given a booklet of 

·tickets to attend Fine Arts Series at
tractions if desired. 

Were the tickets free? No, the 
money came from part of the student 
activity fee paid by us all. 

That was OK and to be expected. 
It was nice to have the chance to at
tend the fine cultural fare yearly 
presented in the series. 

Free tickets were given out all 
the years I remember until now. 

A quick check of the finance com
mission budget list shows Fine Arts 
Series was granted $19,967 in stu
dent funds last year, a year in which 
" free" tickets were given to students 
who paid activity fees. , 

This school year, Fine Arts Series 
officials requested $29,170 and 
eventually received $24,794, an in
crease over the previous year. 

Yet, even with this nearly $5,000 

increase in consumption of student 
funds, t-his happens to be the year 
students must purchase tickets in 
order to attend Fine Arts functions. 

It has been said by some that the 
reason students are now required to 
purchase tickets to . attend is the 
quality level of acts booked for this 
year's series is much higher than in 
past years so more lrioney is needed 
to fund the improved series. 
,,. Rather than pick apart and com
pa_re this year's acts to last year's as 
this year's look rather interesting, 
let's simply assume this year's 
bunch is bigger and better than ever 
before. 
· Do students really want this kind 

of thing? Sure, Firie Arts Series is an 
important part in rounding out the 
collegiate experience as a little 
culture never hurt any farmer. 

But to lose that lure of "free" , 
· tickets, ev:n though we actually 
paid for them with student fees, is· 
unforgivable. 
· I predict attendance at this year's 

Fine Arts Series will be far below 
anticipated and we'll know why, too. 

It's simply not nice to take more of 
our activity fee money *ith one 
hand, then hold out the other at the 
box office. 

Dave Haakenson 

SPECTRUM: 
Yes, we're still waiting for that first letter from · you outlining your 
comments about "The Spectrum." Tell us what we're ·doing wrong 

. and what we're doing right. 

Also, as with other letters for publication, l,etters to the editor are due 
5 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 5 p.m. Friday for Tuesday's 
paper. 

The red-colored wine pouring from this bottle as pictured 1 
is the peculiar Item we wanted you to notice. As the bott 
clearly Indicates, this should be a rttlne wine which Is whitei 
not red. While one entry suggested we were simply testing our 
to and the appeal of creating color photos, It looks like no 
the "Spectrum" no-prize.this time around. 

.OOLETTE·RS 
I was shocked to see in the Oct. 1 

issue of "The Spectrum" two cam-. 
paign advertisements sponsored by 
the SU College Democrats which are 
a misrepresentation of the facts. 

Both of these ads, on Pages 8 and 
11, state that the two democrat can
didates for the N.D. House of 
~epresentatives presently have the · 
title of "representative." · 

Neither of these -gentlemen are 
deserving of this title prior to being 
duly elected by the voters. 

If College Democrats 
play hard ball in the big I 
had better clean up its act 
open itself up to legal acti 

Marl 

SPECTRU 

ITS lll NOSEL 
PEACE PRIZE 
COMMITTEE •• 

The Spectrum is a student-run 
newspaper published Tuesdays 
Fridays at Fargo, N.D., during t~ 
year except holidays, vacations 
examinat ion periods. 

Opinions expressed .are not n 
those of universi!+' administratilJi 
or student body. 

The Spectrum welcomes letters 
editor. Those intended for publica 
must be typewritten, double-spa 
no longer than two pages. We r 
right to edit all letters. 

.. . 

'NASHl~TON TO NEW YORK -
FOR ONLY$ 5 ,.. HOW CAN · 
THE AIRLINES AFFORD IT ? 

TMEVWAKrlT-
~CK ! 

---~ 
( 

Letters must be signed. Unsig 
will not be published under any 
circumstances. With your letter, 
include your SU affiliation and a 
number at which you can be rea 

Spectrum editorial and business 
are located on the second floor, 
side of the Memorial Union. The 
office number is 237-8929. The 
be reached at 237-8629; editorial 
237·7414; business manager, 237 
and advertising manager, 237-740 

The Spectrum is printed by Sou 
Printing , Casselton, N.D. 

Editor ......... "'. . . .. . Dave H 
Design edjtor . ...... .. . Beth 

Section editors: 
News . ............. .,-.. Tammi 
Features ... . .. . . ...... · . . . Ca 

· Sports ... : ..... .... . .. . . Kev~ 
Political ..... .... .... .. ... Ai . 
Arts ................ ... . K~! 
Photography ....... ... ... . 

Copy_ editor ........... .. .. Di 
Production .. .. .. .. Bruce Ba 

................ Jennifer 
Typesetters . ......... . VickY .IJ 

............... ... '.i;ii 
Proofreader •........... K1 
Darkroom techs . ... .. ... .. : · 

Bob ................. .. 

s-i .. aalllas: l'llb. No. 51c,ooo. 
P- 3171 ID 8pec1nm. Maaarlai IJnkJII, 
N.D., 111111. f• ...._ _..... 



DOWN 

1 Jump 
2 Before 
3 Harvest 
4 Band of color 
5 Outstahding 
6 Frolic 
7 Simian 
8 Old pronoun 
9 Health resort 

10 Barbarian 
11 Goal · 
17 Lingers 
19 Note of scale 
20All -one 
21 Grates 
22 Wldeawake 
24 Pierce 
25 German dis-

trict 
260ctet 
27 Hair net 
~9 Equal 
31 Bushy c!ump 
33 Bargain pur-

CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 

FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 

chase 
37 Lamprey 
38 Precious 

stones 
42 Negative 
45 Wolfhound 
46 Repetition 
47 Though, for 

short 
48 Brunch 
49 Time gone by 
50 Mideast title 
52 Intellect 
53 Meadow 
55 Hebrew 

month 

* solution will be in Friday's paper 
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Spectrum Opinion Poll 
Based on your personal belle{$, what are your feellngs about the move toward the 
lllegallzation of abortion? · 

Answers compiled by Bruce Bartholomew and photos by John Coler. 

"I feel the act of abortion should be 
made illegial. I think too many people 
will abuse the government funding of 

, abortions and therefore waste my tax 
money." 

Pauli Halvorson, 
foods and nutrition, 
Lake Park, Minn. 

"I believe abortions should be legal. 
The individual has the right to choose 
what to do with her body. I don't think I 
would ever have an abortion but I feel if 

· the woman doesn't want to have the 
baby, then she shouldn't have to." 

Mary Kay Schulte, 
biology, 

Plymouth, Minn. 

"I think abortion should be legal only in 
cases where the mother's life is in 
danger cir in cases of rape or where the 
parents would be unable to care proper
ly for the child. I would not allow abor
tion to women who got pregnant on their 
own stupidity and I also think sex educa
tion should be started earlier in grade 
schools, like second or third grade." 

Brad Rassatt, 
· mechanical engineering, 

Hopkins, Minn. 

"I think it should be legalized as it 
should be up to the mother as to abdicate 
and not have the baby or carry it to full 
term. But I think government should stay 
out and not fund any of these abortions.'' 

Wade McCoy, 
mechanical er,gineering, 

Alexandria, Minn . 

"I feel the government should illegalize 
abortion as it is needless murdering on 
the part of the mother. If the government 
were to accept murder into law, then 
what else would they do?" 

Louise Schulz, 
child ·development/family relations, 
Kellogg, Iowa 

"I feel the act of abortion -is morally 
wrong except in extreme cases. I feel it 
should be made illegal except under a 
doctor's orders." 

Tammy Norman, 
university studies, 

Pine River; Minn. 

, 
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OO LETTERS 

. [filN O. l ~~:~o~~ b~ve~~esco~s~p~~~b:J 
and basketball games. 

As an intern during 1981 N.D. Ever since I've been a student 
Legislative Session, I had the unique here· at SU, the unchecked usage of 
opportunity to watch at first hand booze and other cpntraband by fans 
my representative, Tom Matchie. at these ga~es has really frightened 

I was proud of the way Matchie qie. One needs only to look at the 
worked hard. and devoted many tragedy which occured in Cincin-
hours on issues concerning the stu- nati, Ohio, in 1979. · 
den:t and faculty of SU. ' On a fateful evening in December · 

Throughout the session many SU of 1979, 11:--persons lost their lives in 
students came to observe the ' front of Riverfront Coliseum in Cin
political process. cinnati. these persons were killed in 

Tom always took time to meet with a literal stampede for general
them and often had students sit with admission tickets to a concert by The 
him while crucial debates and votes Who which was scheduled to take 
were in process. place that evening. 

·He was concerned that they State, federal and local investiga-
understood the legislation which af- · tiops which followed the tragedy 
fected students attending SU and revealed booze and drugs were the 
citizens of North Dakota. · two major causes of the conc!;lrt 

On Nov. 2 students and faculty liv- goers going literally berzerk in the 
ing in District 45 will have the oppor- rush for tickets. 
tunity to vote for Matchie. Many of those who were waiting 

· I strongly urge you to support this had been outside in the freezing cold 
man because he truly represents the temperatures for several hours and 
important needs which will continue were becoming impatient. Then The 
to make SU a university which the Who started practicing inside the 
student body and faculty can be • building, which led . the fans to 
proud of. believe the concert was starting · 

~ f>j NO. 2. · I ~!~~~ ~=:~~~:p:r~: :;:~~e~~n-
~-~~---~ ~-----~. _ Since then Cincinnati has passed 

W ell, I am overjoyed to see the an ordinance which bans the sale of 
local and campus law enforcement general-admission or festival
people are finally waking up to a. seating tickets, as they were called, . 
potentially tragic situation. I am in the sincere hope such a tragedy 

would neve r happen again . 
General-admission tickets are not 

the issue here. The issue here is and 
ha~ been the unchecked usage of 
booze and drugs (and who knows 
what else) at SU sporting events. 

Without the further stepped-up 
enforcement of the alcoholic
beverage policies on campus, what 
would stop such a- tragedy as I've 
described from happening right here 
at SU? .Absolutely nothing. · 

Policies are one thing, but laws 
are another. About the only thing the 
police can do now is arrest persons 
for disorderly conduct, ·minor in 
possession and other related crimes. 
However, if a person is 21 oi: older 
there is little that can be done. 

If you ask me every person who 
enters the gates at Dacotah Field or 
the doors at New Field House should 
'!:>e subject to a pat-down search to 
check for booze and other illegal. 
stuff. 

These searches have been used in 
the past at concerts at SU and at 
sporting events on the UND campus. 

Both the state and federal courts 
have ruled these searches are legal. 
I wouldn't mind being searched, 
myself. 
· From what I understand there are 

no state laws or city ordinances 
which cover the possession or con
sumption of alcoholic beverages· in a 
sporting stadium or arena, such as 
Dacotah Field or the field .houses. If 

there aren't there shouJd 
If any of our city, co 

university officials are 
the time has come to J 
at this potentially dang 
tion. 

If you share my opini 
you to make your voice 
through this forum or by 
appropriate officials. 

I would ~ fans 
students) can \vait the 
game, then get tanked u~ 

It's your business the~ 
it can affect the safety 
ing of others, 'it is the r 
of all of us. 

''Spectrum'' 

Rell Cross: Rady for a 11111 

20% OFF 
on Auto Repal 

with aludent 1.D. 

AAA MEMBER 

2118 Main Ave. 
behlncl Scotti Mu 

237-4750 

ANOTHER WIN.HING TEAM 
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Don 
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President - NDSU Alumni 
Association. 
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district state senator. 
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Appropriations Committee. 

' 

l~ec} Represerltative 
,,;0 Steve 
~ SWION'FEK-

Former N·osu Student Body 
President 

Assistant Personnel Manager 

6 years seniority as SU 
district representative 

6 year member of House of 
Rep. Education and Social 
Services Committees. 

.,. 

Donna 
NAtEWAJ 

.Graduate of Univ. of Mlnnes 

Realto~ - Senior Sales 
Associate 

Community Service 
Volunteer - • 

Member - NDSU Womens 
Club. 

••• FOR EFFECTIVE"SU 
BEPRESENTATION 

PAID FOR BY NDSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS, S. VCULEK,,PRESIDENT 



I off-sale dealers support keg banning 
By Andre Stepheuon 
als will apparently not 
dinance at this time to 
beer kegs alter city li
f ailed to show ade
for the idea. 
an effort to brins -all 

e area under the cur
registration program, 
officials are expected 

th how · to brins all the 
into compliance. 
t program is designed 
purchase of kegs that 
consumed by minors. 
plan, off-sale dealers 
kegs and record the 
buyer in an effort to 
easier to trace if they 

iscated as evidence in 
by-minors cases. Pur-

chasers could face charges of con
tributing to the delinquency of a 
minor. 

Pargo liquor ,dealers met Wednes
day at the request of Pargo and 

· Moorhead police to consider a pro
posal by Keith Bosek, owner of the 
Bottle Barn in Moorhead, to ban all 
off-sale purchases of beer kegs. 

Bosek and other off-sale dealers 
have complained that kegs are, in 
essence, more of a bother than they 
are worth. They are heavy and hard 
to handle, have small profit margins 
and have high security deposits for 
the barrel and tapper. 

Pargo police chief Ed Anderson 
told the liquor dealers Wednesday 
the city might be willing to draft an 
ordinance against keg sales if 
enoush off-sales stores supported 

DATING GAME CANDIDATE 

ThJ..co,,pon entltla 1JOll the chanee to 'be one of the 
l6 bu:lc11 bac/aelor, and bac/aeloretta randomliJ picked 
to be the contatanll In the Dating Game. Jut nu ~ 
In 1/0UI' na,ne and correct phone 1Ullltber In the •pace ~ 
proo#Md belou, and re""71 It to Jadcle Reakr, 204 ~ 
Old Main. II you are choun we wlll contact you and ~ 
glr,e 1JOll aU the lnatnu:tlona I/Oil UJiU-need to UJln IJOIIT ~ 
"Dream Dau". Pl.elllle keep It to gouneU ii 1/QII are ~ 
cha.en alnce It'• more hua UJhen the contatantB don't 9 
knou, UJho their proapectJr,e data are. Encoarage IJOllT S:; 
frlenda to come to the Dating Game to 1111pport you. ~ 

~ 

Win a dream date, dinner and show. 
Wednesday, Oct.13, 8:00-10:00 p.m. 

New Music Building 
8 Seperate Shows 

Hour 4:30 to 7 pm 
ri FREE POPCORN 

1he otlswllh 
[RN( 1D<ETS 

NEXT WEEK 
Sheyenne 

River 
Band 

25c Draught Beer In th~ Game Room 
(7 to 10 p.m.) 

' 2for1 (From 8:30-10:30) 

Ladies Night 50c Bar Drinks 
(From 8:30-10:30) 

Men's Nlght-50c Bottle Beer 
(Good from 8:00 to 11 :00) 

Game Room open dally at 11 :00 a.m. 
h Ave. & 10th St. 

Bosek's proposal. as a result of raids on illegal keg par-
But in a show of hands, seven of ties. The cases are scheduled to go to 

the dealers voted for the keg ban and court this month. 
seven supported continuing the cur- At the meeting, Bruce Quick, 
rent registration program. assistant state's attorney for Cass 

Thus, the city will continue with County, confirmed the success of keg 
its voluntary keg registration, said registration. He said before the pro
Anderson, who expressed reserve- gram, he could recall no cases 
tions about an outright ban on beer . against adults involving minors in a 
kegs. . keg situation. 

"Elimination of kegs would affect However, many of the Fargo li-
a lot of adults who buy them. There quor dealers noted that continued 
are a lot of legitimate uses of kegs success of the program depends on 
and I would hate to see kegs go by 100 percent compliance by area off-
the wayside," he said. sale stores. 

Anderson also noted the current Bosek said he does not agree with 
registration plan is aimed at reduc- the registration program and does 
ing drinking by minors and not at not plan to mark his beer kegs. 
legitimate uses by adults. He also The problem of dealing with 
said he didn't think an ordinance Bosek's resistance to the program 
against kegs would necessarily keep will probably be examined by 
beer out of the hands of minors. Moorhead's Public Safety Commit-

He called the registration pro- tee, said Lt Gary Landsem, who 
gram, which began in mid-July, a directs the registration program for 
success from the standpoint of Fargo the Moorhead Police Department. 
police, who have arrested five adults 

Student aid defaulters are 
discovered in Philadelphia 

(CPS}-Federal attorneys in the property we can get our hanas on to 
"City of Brotherly Love" have im- get these people to pay up." 
pounded the cars of 17 Philadelphia- - Vaira has struck a tough-guy ap
area residents who collectively owe proach to loan c;ollection before. In 
some $50,000 in student loan April 1981 he sued 102 area 
payments. defaulters to get the government's 

Federal marshalls say they'll keep money back. 
the cars until the defaulters either Over 600 people have since ig
pay off or make arrangements to pay nored " repeated notices that they 
off their loans. need to come in and talce care of 

The action is just a part of a na- delinquent loans," Vaira says. 
tionwide crackdown by the U.S. He estimates the 600 owe a total 
Department . of ·Education on of $450,000 in studentloans, with an 

· defaulters who owe a total of $3 additional $450,000 in G.I. Bill 
billion in overdue guaranteed and money. 
direct government student loans. Vaira readily admits the tow
• By late September, the depart- away action was aimed at scaring 
ment will also have a computer to other defaulters. 
help push the collection effort far- "It had an electric effect on the 
ther . · whole comomunity," he says. "It 

Philadelphia officials hope their woke a lot of people up and got them 
car towing will help make the point. in here. 

"We're doing whatever we can to "So many people talce the attitude 
get these people to pay off their that since the government doesn't 
debts to the government," says Peter come after us, we don't have to 
Vaira, U.S. Attorney for the nine- worry about the loan money we 
·county Philadelphia area. owe. ' I think this shows them we will 

"We're going to garnish wages, come after them." 
impouna cars and take whatever 

Drop-out rate from college 
will rise if aid isn't available 
(CPS}-The vast majority of students 
who get federal aid to attend public 
colleges would have to drop out if 
they couldn't get aid anymore, a new 
study has determined. 

The typical aid recipient works at 
a part-time job to help pay for col
lege, gets relatively little financial 
help from his or her family and then 
has to go into debt to make it through 
public college, according to the 
study of how federal aid is used. 
- The study, co-sponsored and 
undertaken by three administrator's 
associations in the wake of Reagan 
administration charges that student 
aid programs are inefficient and un
needed by students, found · that 
families contribute an average of 

·about 12 percent, $469, toward their 
offspring's college educations. · 

About a third of the 2.2 million 
public college students who got aid 
last year received no financial help 

from their families. 
Those independent students rais

ed 51 percent of the money they 
needed for school through jobs and 
19 percent through need-based 
grants. 

Students who got help from their 
families earned 23 percent of the 
money they needed by working, bor
rowed 19 percent and raised a total 
of 39 percent from paren~ and aid 
grants. 

The families that did contribute to 
their children's education and 
whose children received some 
federal aid had average annual in- · 
comes of $16,500 last year. 

Half the students at public col
leges who got federal aid come from 
families with incomes below the 
poverty line of $9,500. 

A full 66 percent of the financially 
-independent students earned less 
than $6,000 last ear. 
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CRAP organized at college 
in Virginia due to apathy · ..... !.w.~~.£!~.~~!!I.Y..~!~!! 

FREE OFF STREET PARKING I 
(CPS}-Last spring a group of Univer
sity oL Virginia students, calling · 
itself the Committee to Remove Ar
rogant Politicos, set out to abolish its 
student council because, it claimed, 
no one took student politics serious
ly. 

Now the group has itself disband
ed, claiming no one took its cause 
seriously enough. 
- "People are pretty apathetic 
about student government here," ex
palins student Chuck Wehland, one · 
of the founders of CRAP. "The whole 
thing is kind of a joke." 

Virginia students turned out in 
force in 1980 to dissolve the college 
council, another branch of the stu
dent government. · 

The anarchist impulse this year 
died out because the student council 
responded, not because of apijthy 
tow.ard a committee trying to combat 
apathy, Wehland says. · 

"One of the reasons we dissolved 
is because the people who originally 
caused us to condemn the council 
are now gone. I think we've at least 
succeeded in getting some serious 
people in there; and now we'll give 
them a chance." 

CRAP organized last spring, 
Wehland says, because the student 
council had become too politica,l and 
corrupt. Wehland then claimed that 
the council members were "out for 
themselves" and "had done 
(nowhere) near the job of represen
ting students and their opinions." 

''The student council has taken a 
significant turn in the right direc
tion," acknowledges Hunter Carter, 
one of the new members of the coun
cil. 

"The council had become overly 
political. Some members were just 
too influenced by their own weight. 
Overall, it (the movement to abolish 
the council) has been beneficial and 

. put a little pressure on us to become 
more student- and ·service:oriented. ' ' 

Effor:ts to abolish student govern- . 
ment, however, are not unique to the 
University of Virginia. 

In just the last four years schools 
such as the University of Texas- -
Austin, Dartmouth, Georgia, Nor
thern Colorado and Southern Illinois 
at Edwardsville, to name a few, have 
disbanded all or part of their student 
governments. 

Although the disgruntled stude_nts 
often end up reinstating c;>r restruc
turing their representative systems, 
the mere fact of doing away with stu
dent government usually gets the 
point across. 

At Northern Colorado, for in
stance, students abolished and then 
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SPECTRUM: 
We always need more NpOl1era to 

write stories for us. All we-ask Is 
applicants must take or presently be. 
taking Comm. 201 which teaches basic 
reporting skllls · 

Pay Is 70 to 90 cents for every column 
Inch you write. If Interested, apply In 
our newsroom, south side, second 
floor, Union. 

revamped their government, " and 
now we've created something· a lot 
better," sayir Mary Beth Gibson, 
campus activities coordinator. 

But just in case things don't work 
, out that way at the University of 
Virginia, Wehland says, "there's 
always next semester." · 

"We'll give the new council a· 
chance," he warns; "But there's a 
possibility we'll be back if they 
abuse their power in the future. •1 · 

· You can park fJN In the lot directly south of our store. 
Just crooe the strNt for barplna galen! 

• Uaed anny g,Mn fatigue pents· only S7.II (NEW S1U5) 

• New heavy wool pents· Canadian Army luue. $14.15 

• Largest camouflage Mlectlon In the ... , W• can camout11ge 
you completely this falll Coming soon· C8mouflage Briefs! 

· Amedcan made leather bomber or cycle jacbta prtoed the 11 
as Imports! Bombers.,. avallable In black, brown and mocha/"' 

405 NP AVE. FARGO . 

Student. 
.Heaffh ·Plan 

A11aila 

• North Dakota's most ·popular hospital 
and medical coverage 

• Reduced rates for students 
• Individual or family plans 

.,. 

Contact Steve Kvamme, Marketing Repres~ntatlve 
·at our Fargo office by calling: 

282-1158 ·, 
- - II or mail coupon today II - -

Attn: Steve Kvamme 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Dakota I 4510·13thAvenueS.W. Fargo, ND 58121-4510 

Name ~-----'-----,--c-------'----:----_.:...-:..:_.._-=:___:c...--

1. College·or University 

Address __ ----'-~~"';---,--c-------=-----_.;_--c--------=-------



ing parlors are busy in winter months 
By Yvette de Ryl 

be nice if the tan you 
rd to get during the 
last through~t a 30 

· ter in Fargo? 
alth Centre, 1441 S . 

. , a deep, golden tan is 
manager Dave Tweten 
p. 
· ute introductory ses
ed lure. It will give you 

things work, Tweten 

Centre is a franchise, 
tanning spas, located 

Minneapolis-St. Paul 
h this is the first center 
ten said business will 

e the weather cools 

comes in. I'll only allow a 15-minute 
session. From then on, depending on 
his or her type of skin coloring, I'll 

· allow 20 to 30 minu~s every 24 
hours. 

"This requires seven to 10 visits 
and you should try to complete your 
first 10 sessions within two weeks. If 
you're hard to tan, you may need an 
extra three to four sessions," 
Tweten said. 

The SunTana SunSystem uses 
fluorescent lamps which are 6 feet 
in length. There are approximately 
five tubes side-by-side on both the 
bottom and top of the bed. The tqp or 
"lid" of the bed closes similarly to 
the way a coffin closes. 

"Customers love the idea of lying 
down rather than standing in a 
booth. It's so much more relaxing 

er to lie down on the and after 20 minutes or so, you'll 
s. It's a relaxi:Jlg break . begin to sweat just as you would in 
, " Tweten said. the sun. 
most tanning systems · "We do recommend wearing gog
customers to stand up gles. They reduce the glare for sen

in order to get a tan. sitive eyes and just make things 
a higher risk of burn- relaxing all around,'' Tweten said. 
and drying of the skin · Each room is equipped with the 

ms, Tweten said. tanning bed, wall-to-wall carpeting, 
g booths use only mid- a full-length mirror and a comf or
th UV-B rays which table chair to take a short break in. 

o tan the skin. Overex- A Sony Welk Man headphone set js 
se rays can cause in- also supplied for an extra touch of 
entation of the skin relaxation. 
as a tan, Tweten ex- "A guy who workes over at the 

-A rays which the Sun
use, have longer 

and tan the skin im
'thout the danger of a 

Super Value decided to give us a try. 
He's had an acne problem for many 
years and heard our tanning system 
might help it out. 

"After a few visits he was sold. 
He'd asked his doctor about'medical 
complications and found out the doc
tor used the sunbeds too," said 
Tweten. 

Nancy Raney tries out one of the tanning machines.at a tan parlor. 
ontrolled and accurate
sure to UV-A rays tans 
ny visible stress to the 
said. · Prices start at $6 per half hour or 

first-time customer you may purchase the grand opening 
special of 10 half-hour sessions for maintenance program of 40 half
$39.95. There is even a winter . hour sessions for $150. 

. . "Quest.For Copy" . ' . 
Three "Spectrum" section editors take to the road In search of stories, attempting to meet the editor's 60-inch per 
issue per section minimum. (We apologize to the makers of the movie "Quest For Fire.") 

copy. That's what we calJ It. You call it stories, We're looking for.reporters. Applicants must have taken or be curren
tly taking Comm. 201. Apply In our newsroom, south side, second fl<>Qr, Union. (Or call n1.-n for more Information.) 
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More presidents speak at 
Kansas~ than an_YWhere else 

r ·· · · ·· ·· · ··· ·· ·· ~2·10 r··:;· · · ·· · ....... 
• 

r student· 
(CPS}-Tucked away in a rolling 

prairie, Kansas State University en
joys an admirably solid if unspec
tacular academic renown, according 
to the Ladd-Lipset ranking of col
legiate reputations. Athletically, it's 
terrific in basketball, traditionally 
lousy in football. 

And it seems to attract presidents 
like flies. 

Though the reco-~ds are hardly 
definitive, unlikely K-State has been 
more successful in attracting U.S. 
presidents--and .the attendant 
publicity-to campus than any other 

· college. 

The most recent was the Sept. 7 
visit of Ronald Reagan, whose 
pOptJlarity at colleges is depressed 
by his _stance on military registra
tion, his cuts of student aid and his 
administration's disruptive delays in 
making aid awards. But reagan's 
Kansas Sfate visit drew some 11,000 
enthusiastic, supportive listen,ers. 

When in 1970 President ·Richard 
Nixon's poll ratings plummeted after 
his invasion of Cambodia, the killings 
at Kent State and a nationwide stu-· 
dent protest strike, he also went to 
Kansas State, where he met a cheer-· 
ing crowd of students. · 

Two years before, Sen. Robert 
Kennedy made his first presidential 
campaign speech at KSU. 

Republican contender Nelson 
Rockefeller "was sitting in a New 
York City restaurant, reading these 
glowing stories of Bobby Kennedy's 
spectacular reception here, and 
said, 'I could draw there, too,' KSU 
administrator Carl Rochat says. "So 
he scheduled a lecture here for later 
that year, too." 

Gerald Ford spoke at KSU and 
Dwight Eisenhower "visited his 
·brother, who was then presidenJ of 
the university, here many times," 
adds Rochat, who believes Theodore 
Roosevelt was the first president to 
campaign in Manhattan. 

"I think any place that'll give you 
a standing ovation in front of TV 
cameras when your polls are dying 
is bound to be popular with politi
cians,•' explains an aide to David 
Garth, a political campaign consul
tant. 
· "And when you can't get to the 
geographic middle of the country 
very often, Kansas State probably 
begins to make a lot of sense," he 
concludes. 

Out of "thousands and thousands 
and thousands of invitations the 
president gets each day," the· KSU 
visit made sense to President Reagan 
for many reasons, says. White House 
spokesman Dou·g Elmets. 

Among them was Re~gan, who 
had addressed KSU's prestigious Alf 
Landon Lecture Series 15 years ago, 
wanted to celebrate Landon's 95th 
birthday by doing it again, Elmets 
says. 

It also helped that "it's an 
agricultural school, and he had some 
things to say about grain· sales to the . 
Soviet Union. 

And the president, Elmets adds, 
"wanted to speak with a group of 
students who would be able to ap
preciate what he had to say. It's not 
that students at, well, Iowa · 
wouldn't. This opportunity just came 
up." 
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KSU's Rochat says tp.e Landon lec
tures are the main draw, but con
cedes the unrelieved friendliness of 
the reception helps elevate the Lan-., 
don series over other prestigious 
series on other campuses. 

"Students here are less an
tagonistic, less likely to 
demonstrate," he says. 

"Maybe it's the nature of the 
students. Maybe it's the Midwest 
character. Maybe it's the nature of 
the school. I don't know for sure." 

To be sure, -one student group did 
plan a peacefu~ demonstration 
against student aid cuts, the nuclear 
arms build-up· and other administra
tion policie6l. But generally students 
stressed the honor of having Reagan 
visit. 

"I respect him because he's the 
president, but I don't like all his cut
backs on welfare and education," -
says sophomore 'I'erry Stark. 

· "When I come back as an alum," 
adds junior Mike Davenport, "I'll be 
able to say, 'Yes, I was here when 
President Reagan spoke."' 

"I think that any time you can get 
the President of the United States 
here, whether you agree or disagree 
with his policies, it's a major honor 
to the university," says political 
science professor and lecture series 
Chairman William Richter. 

.. 
• • • • • • 

Membership!! 
2 memberships 

· for _$90tf. 
.Grab a friend and take advantage of the best deal 
of the year. This speclal "Students only" Daytime · 
Membership means you can play when court rates 
ore at their lowestl These memberships are good for 

one full year ang give full ac
cess to the weight/exercise 
room, saunas and whlrl
poolsl Monday - Friday from 
opening to 5 pm. 

Don't wait. .. call today and 
reserve YOUR court. 

2 for 1 memb 
special available 
September onlv. 

EXTENOED THROUGH OCT. 
: 9E.LTLIN~ 
• BEL1'LINE RAQUET & 

FITNESS CENTER · 
3502 Hwy 75 South 
Moorhead., MN 56560 IB . ~ 

~ .............................................. .. 

TERM PAPER 
SERVICE 

FIFTEEN THOUSAND PWS SELECTION CATALOGUE 
. . 

Trident Marketing introduces the definitive answer to your term paper and assignment 
pro~lems. Whether the paper that you require is 5 pages or 75 pages long, arts or sciences, 
undergraduate or graduate level, Trident Marketing can fulfill / your requirements. 
Considering the number of term papers we carry on file, our pri~ structure, our delivery 
system, and our custom term paper service, we are.the biggest and the best. Some of our more 
impressive features are: · 

·• · Absolutely the lowest prices of any term paper service in the United States 
• Toll Free (800) number service to take term paper orders - 7 Day Dflllvery. 
• Over 15,000 term papers on file and we deliver custom made term papers on 14 day 

notice - Toll Free service to take these orders also. 
• Complete and absolute confidentiality - We ship in plajn brown envelopes. 
• Never ever any duplication - we never send the same paper twice to the same 

university or college. This factoruncondltlonally warranted. 
• All term papers typed and ready for submission. · 
• Catalogue purchase price refurided in full against first order. 
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ce give safety tips to college students 

around campus al night. If you must walk alone, remember that trees offer good hiding places and to always walk briskly. 

By Becky Larson 
e rates rising on cam

s& the country, college 
specially women, need to 
of safety practices and 
ention. 
ffic and Security Bureau 
a booklet titled "Don't 

ces on Campus," giving 
ty and self-protection. 
g to the booklet, violent 
e risen by 50 percent or 
any schools nationwide. 
ce, murder increased 90 
tween 1960 and 1974: 

ent up 150 percent: rape 
ercent and robbery is up 
t. 
these crimes could have 

nted, however, if studehts . 
ed simple safety precau-

awareness is the key to 
safety, according to 

Sargeant Olson of the Crime Preven
tion Bureau in Fargo. 

"Know where you're at and who is 
around," he said. "If you hear a car 
door slam. find out where. Be aware. 
Be alert." 

You can often avoid an attack 
when you are outside away from 
your home by following these tips: 

* Always walk with someone at 
night or in secluded areas. 

*Call ahead to your destination 
and say. when you expect to arrive. 

*Walk quickly and confidently: ~ 
look and be alert and awake. 

*Wear comfortahlA wlllk-ing 
shoes, so you can run • ..1eed to. 

* Avoid poorly lit, seclLJed areas. 
"Don't walk adjacent to buildings or 
doorways," Olson said. 

* A women should hold her purse 
tightly. Don't swing it or hold it loose
ly by the strap or handles. 

*Be smart, stay aware. Watch for 

--........-erience with er 
Jerome D. Exner 

. · cass County 

•. 
suspicious movements and listen for 
unusual sounds. If you think you're 
in danger, head for the nearest 
lighted store, house or building and 
call the police. 

No matter how cautious you are, 
however, you may still be assaulted. 
If you are, you need to make some 
quick decisions-. These suggestions 
are offered for women when an at
tack appears imminent: 

* Analyze the situation. Is your 
assailant alone? Is he armed? 

*If he is alone and unarmed, can 
you disable him with one blow? If 
not, it may be better to submit. Your 
main objective is to come away from 
the attack alive. 

*Don't blindly kick, bite, poke and 
flail your arms: this will only in
furiate your attacker more. 

*If people are nearby, yell "Fire!" 
More people are likely to respond to 
a fire than to a call for help. 

Superintendent of Schools 
Education at NDSU • TKE Pledge President 1962~ 
in Social Studies, Speech, & Drama) 
I~ English and Biological Science) • Neuman Club Director 

Education Administration at NDSU. • RA. at: 
Dakota Hall 1961~2 

list in Education Degree Course Work Churchill Hall 1962~ 
n completed and Publication in Process, Graver Inn 19n 

llege University 
• H.R. at Graver Inn 19n-79 

on over 50 productions at the Little Country Theatre . 
- Pol NJv. Spona. and paid for Exner for Supt. Committee, Mrs. Gin Dove and David Wlllllme, Cod'8lrmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Photollllustratlon by Eric Hy/den 

*Never fight back if your assailant 
is armed or if several men assault 
y_ou. You will probably be hurt less if 
you submit. 

*Try to talk your way out of the 
situation. Often, rapists are "trying 
to degrade the victim," reported 
Olson. Talk calmly and don't beg. 
Humbling youself unnecessarily will 
only worsen the situation. 

*Don't get hysterical. Be as aware 
as possible even during the attack. 
Always_look for a way to escape. 

* Always think. "Make the best 
decision for you in your situation," 
Olson advised. "Remember, there is 
no simple answer for every situa
tion.'' 

If you are attacked, what do you 
do when jt's over? 

"Go to the hospital · emergency 
room, tell them hat happened and 
ask them to contact the police," 
Olson said. "Don't wash up, don't 
change clothes. Go as you are, if 
possible, because your ~ssailant will 
have left evidence on your clothing 
and skin. 

"Bring a change of clothes, 
because your clothes (that you wore 
during the attack) will be (temporari
ly) confiscated." 

You_r best bet then is to be obser
vant. Know where you are, know 
where everyone and everything is. 

Cooperate fully with the police, 
whether you are a victim or a 
witness. · 

If your assailant is caught, press 
charges. It is the only way to keep 
him off the streets, where he may at
tack someone else. 
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. By Peter Marino That is until I looked on hie file u. CLEAN AND FULLY 
h ll 1 I · · ly, I feel 1•Le I'm wft iw-~ m· to the A T e fo owing is a etter wrote to record and found out he was born in wr. ~ 812 23rd St. s., F'•Ao · 

h h f th k d uni twili'ght zone. I'm sure 1·t won't be " 0 • t e c airman o e wor -stu y pro- New York City in 1943. Now, ees 
gram when she requested a critique his family moved to Germany at the long before something really strange HOURS: 
of the job I had. The names have height of the Jewish oppression, I. happens. Submitted for your ap- MON.-FRI. 7 am. ·9 
b h d t t t th · · d d.,_L hi · b f'd proval." SAT.-SUN. 8am .. 9 een c ange o pro ec · e VIc1ous. on't Ull.lD. ·e story 1s ona I e. 

"Dear Mrs. Abrams: I was pretty angry about it too. So 
For the most part, things have I threw a· fire cracker into his office 

been going well. The people I work and locked the door on him. ije 
for are really great. I don't know began screaming 'The British 6e 
what you mean when you say Dr. coming! Look, it's the Red Coats!' 
Mix is helpless. Once I let him out of 'So you have yQur numbers from 
hie crib; he walked to the bathroom that war, too?' I shouted to him 
himself. before I went back downstairs. 

Let's see, what did I do today? I When I got back in the office, I 
drove to Nome, Alaska for Dr. Doe to saw him jump out of hie window and 
pick up one of his galoshes he left run across the lawn yelling, 
there in '68. funny how he suddenly 'Freedom, sweet freedom! The South 
wanted that boot so bad. Anyway, I done lost the wah!' 
traveled eight hours by train. He in- Dr. Tacy went into the hospital 
sisted I hook the car to the caboose last week to have that idiotic 
as the department is out of funds. scholar's robe surgically remov.ed. 
And he was really gracious about it. Dr. Feinlight was ecstatic today. 
When I got back and handed him the She said her baby's first words were 
missing boot, he almost grunted. I 'iconoclastic' and 'ambivalence.' 
respect the man. 'We're absolutely hawkish about 

.You know how Gigi is always call- the pseudo-Bcenario created by the 
ing and promising to show up for verbiage topography in our dwelling 
work, but never does. Well, she call- institute,' she -said. 'Indeed, my 
ed every hour on the hour and then daughter's lexical ~bility reminds 
actually showed up! She stayed for me of academicians who write in 
exactly twenty-five seconds, com- dialect.• 
plained about having-to h9:ng up h.er Her husband was quick to reply, 
coat, then left. The girl is priceless 'Yes, I agree.' . 
and I agree.the department would be Dr. Prodd had his Ph.D. framed 
crippled without her. and hung on his wall. It came with 

Dr. Shott · finally , got his. ·the 3 p.m. delivery, bufthe mailman 
Remember how he always complains· told him he owed the Cheerios com
about the electric pencil on the pany three more box-tops and money 
stapler and got a tiny blister on his · for postage and handling. 
finger. He's been out for three Mr. Morrison couldn't make many 
weeks. - . of his classes this week. He had to 

I like Dr. Carodimas. He asked me shop and cook Monday; he had 

-
neubarth's 

HI DIAMOND 
RINGS 

Beautifully matched sets in a 
profusio11. of exciting new designs 
to treasure for the rest of your 
life. We invite you to come in and 
see these smart new "Princess" 
creations. Dependable values at, 
reasonable pric;es. 

• 6u9i1ttrea 
fer Quant 

• Jnsurea 

f~ SafttJ 
Ask for free 

color brochure. 

Closed Sundays 

neubart.h'sJewelry 
Our Sith Anniversary Year 

'Moorhead's Finest Jewelry Store Since 192l 
MoorlMIGd Center Moll-Downtown ~rheod 

to Xerox every encyclopedia in the dishes and vacuuming to do Tues
. Columbia University library and day;. Wednesday was his day for the 
then staple them. I wasn't doing too car pool; Thursday it was tea with 
well until the entire population of the neighborhood mothers; and Fri
Mexico City stopped by to help me day he brought his class home to. ~-,...--# - -_:..,_ __ _,. _ __,,----, 

out. d'isinf ect and deodorize tlie NDSU . 
si;uoENTS 

I can understand how the bathroom. 
secretary hurt her hand when she Mrs. Trimmage tripped down the 
punched Dr. Burd. He came in the of- stairs from the fifth floor to the base
fice the other clay and began wailing ment. She exclaimed, "Now isn't · fi 
about being a ·little boy in a Nazi con- that amazing? A minute ago I was in Ill 
centration camp. He was pretty con- philosophy and here I am in English. 
vincing and I was on the verge of I'll try that again sometime.' 
tears. In conclusion, Mrs. Abrams, I can 

I 
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emothers are big part of SU Greek life 
By Jeanne Ottemeu chen for meetings...and meals," she She attends the Kappas' Monday job she really enjoys. 
dships, a home away said. night meetings and other social func- "I always had it in the back of my 
isterhood, emotional The sorority wqmen do seem to tions. She also does the bookkeeping head that I would like to be a 
erhood and campus congregate in the living area, for the Kappas. housemother. A friend of mine was a 

en, Caroline Berg and 
as SU Greek sorority 

housemothers have 
common about the 

they are a part of. 
ho is with the Kappa 
as, is the youngest 
at SU. She is a 

ant in college student 
· ·stration and hopes 

director some day. 
y person living in the 
house. 

is more of a lodge
ave an apartment and 
e living room and kit-

though, and a steady stream of pe<r Landgren received .her bachelor's fraternity housemother at the 
ple come over during the day to degree from SU. While an University of Minnesota and I 
study or chat, Landgren explained undergraduate, she was a member thought it looked interesting," Berg 

Landgren said she sees herself as of the Kappa Delta sorority in which said. 
more of an older sister to the sorori- she was active and is still involved "The girls really have a 
ty members than a mother. through the Alumni Association'. sisterhood, one that will contif!.ue the 

"I just don't fit the matronly-type When she was considering the KKG rest of their lives. 
role." - position, her KD sisters asked her "I kind of feel like their second 

She pointed out that sororities are how she could even think of taking mom," she said. "They call me Mom, 
a good way to meet other people and the job.. This is their home away from home. 
make friendships that will last long "Becoming the housemother was a The atmosphere is different but it is 
after college. Belonging to a sorority good economic choice for me. I was still home. 
is also a good way to become more looking for a housing position while "I'm inclined to get involved in 
involved in campus activities. attending graduate school and I was what the girls are doing. I really feel 

Landgren said she tries to have an contacted about this position. They that our relationship is lasting. The 
open door policy and be there when called and asked me if I was in- girls give me so much more than I 
the women need her. terested, and if I was, I could have give them. They keep me young," 

the job." she said. 

DACOTAHINN Landgren said she wishes more As far as official duties, Berg is 
people would go through Greek rush there to chaperone and attend the 
just to see what sororities are all meetings and •social functions. She 
about. said she likes to see the women per-· 

Upper Level of Memorial Union 

. en Monday through Friday 11 
8:30 am -- 1 :30 pm • 

"Peer pressure gives people a pre- form when they belong in organiza
conceived idea of what it would be tions such as choir or Orchesis. 
like. I realize that being Greek is not Berg said she couldn't think of 
for every person," she said. anything that wohld be caHed a 

ry our delicious Daily Specia1s! - I Some of the reasons she cited for drawback in belonging to a sorority. 
the decreasing number of women g<r The time commitment is usually 
ing through rush are economics, high and sometimes there is friction 
more working women, the poor among some of the ·women, but the 
publicity about Greek life, well- benefits outweigh the disadvan
organized dormitory activities and tages, she said. 

Or try ANY of the tasty items 

I 
I 
I fraternity sister programs. Living in a · sorority doesn't cost 

Caroline Berg is i n her fifth year any more than another living ar
as Gamma Phi Beta sorority rangement, although -there are the 
housemother. She is also the cook, a added so"Cial fees . I __ o_n_o_u_r_r_e ____ ar_m_e_n_u_. _____ ~ 

ALL DAY PARTY 
WED. OCT. 6TH . 

Schmidt" 

Sch~Ellght ~ 
$6.49 

Windsor 
Liter -

$6.95 

& 

Jacques Scott, ,. · 
., 1.5 L. . 

$4.99 ~ 

WED.· *PARTY DOWN* 

THUR.· "Bull Session" 

SAT.-Tequlla Nita Ji_ 

· "For what they get out of it, the cost 
really isn't much." 

Esther Bring is the housemother at 
FarmHouse fraternity, the only 
fraternity house on campus with a 
housemother. She is currently spen
ding her first fall in this position. 

"My impression of FarmHouse is 
that it is helpful. My two sons belong 
and through the brotherhood, it has 
supported and challenged them and 
made them feel better . about 
themselves," Bring said. 

Because her children were grown, 
she was looking for something that 
would be self-fulfilling. 

Bring's sqn, Peter, is a senior at 
SU and is vice-president at Far
mHouse: 

In the past I didn't relate to Far
mHouse as part of the Greek system 
because I was unfamiliar with the 
system. I'm now learning about it 
and its function within the system," 
Bring said. ' 

Her duties as housemother are to 
be present at meetings and meals 
and special activities. She also 
wants to share in the lives of the men 
of FarmHouse by getting to know 
and care about them. 

"I'm here to supply emotional sun
port for them on a day-t<rday basis." 

Bring said fraternities put 
demands on a person's time and 
sc;,metimes require spending time on 
things other than what a person 
would normally choose. 

"Sometimes the demands and 
pressure for time are detriments to 
studying. But it makes the studying 
they ·do more purposeful," Bring 
said. 
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' Many elements infl.uence 
students' nutrition habits 

By Jean Wirtz provide a nutritious assor~ent of 
Weight control has created a bat- food, the responsibility of choice · 

tleground for students on -college falls upon the student. 
campuses. "The burden of discipline is on the 

College is a time of adjustments student," Krause said. 
for students and consequently their Behavior modification is a step 
eating habits are affected. These ef- toward weight control. Students 
fects take the form of over and under must watch their food intake and 
consumption of food. learn to immediately take off gained 

"Overweight students are more pounds. 
aware than other students of what "Beware of what food does to 
they eat, but not necessarily· how you," Krause said. 
much," SU nutritionist Ruth Krause The battle against weight gain is 
said. not without its adversaries. 

Psychological influences affect "In a college atmosphere, alcohol 
the tipping of the weight scales. Food is a contributing factor," Katherine 
is regarded &!J a social acceptor in Staples, assistant professor of food 
our society. and nutrition, noted. 

"Food is social.~' Krause said. Fat is a necessary part of the diet 
The activity level of the ,student and shouldn't be completely 

plays an important role in weight eliminated. Fat provides an impor
control. Exercise tends to be the first tant element-satiety, a feeling of 
thing eliminated in a student's hectic satisfaction. . 
schedule. Nutrition education is important, 

"They're too busy to exercise," but difficult to pass on. 
Krause said. "People think they know all about 

The dining centers are aware of nutrition, but when it comes to put
the weight control problem and ting it into practice, they don't," 
assist in combating it. A Krause said. 
1,400-calorie diet guideline is "Losing weight takes self-
available to students. discipline and the ability to say no. 

''We try to provide balanced Weight loss is a gradual process that 
meals and encourage students to ' should encompass manageable 
fallow the example," Krause said. goals. · 

Fresh fruits and vegetables are "Losing weight is a total commit-
available throughout the entire year ment," Krause said. "Know 
at the dining centers. yourself." 

"We always try to have fresh fruit Weight control means a diet for 
available," Krause said. . lift~an everlasting tug of war be-
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While the dining centers try to tween the scale and you. 

-Our first scratch and sniff employment ad 

SCRATO. HERE 

Yes, if you truly love the smell of1newsprint and the black stain 
it leaves on your finger, you'll love working for us. · 

We're searching for an arts and enJertalnment editor. Interested 
persons must have completed 90mm. 201., 202 and 203 to be 
el igi~le for employment.-

Applications will be taken in our newsroom, south side; second . 
floor; Union, or call 237-8829 for more information. 

And we will be checking those fingers closely to see If you actually scratched. 
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ITS OF TID (formerly The Entertainer. .. ) 

By Rick Olaon 
down of what's ha~ 

around the F-M area: 

t of the Mountain, a 
essional theater group 
apolis, will present 
s, We All Fall Down" 
Oct. 7, in MSU's Weld 

hes" is a drama about 
dness and society's 
th. 
ction is sponsored by 
· · tCollective,Alumni 
, Veteran's Club, 
nitarian and the 
Fargo-Moorhead. 

e available at Sttaus, 
dent Union Exchange 

Student Union. Ad.mis
the general public and 
ts. . 

t faculty exhibit is cur
play through Oct. 8 in 

Arts Gallery. 

odem-day biblical story 
presented at 8 p.m. on 
and 11 in the Frances 
tock Theater at Concor-

a Pulitzer-Prize winner 
aid MacLeish. The 
ast will be directed by 

ak, a speech instructor 

~sh's interpretation 
lution of love which has 
us today," Cermak says .. 
I information Clin be ob
ailing the box" office at 

ork 
d exhibition of alumni 
th by professionals and 
ation, is being planned 

tion ~ with the 1982 
. The exhibit will be 
Hultz Lounge Oct. 11 to 

all alumni and former 
st year's exhibit drew 
m far away -a~ Texas, 

Massachusetts and 

ting the exhibit is local 
Schwartzman Green. 

ction 
display of Sen. Milton 

emorabilia from his 
e U.S. Senate is current-

ly on display in the lower level of the 
SU Library. 
Print-makin1 

The first exhibition of Fritz 
Scholder's exploration of the 
monotype medium, a form of print 
making, will be displayed in Union 
Art Gallery from Oct. 13 to Nov. 14. 
The opening reception, scheduled 
from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 13, 
will highlight the unveiling of a 
Scholder painting recently acquired 
by the SU student-owned art collec
tion. 

The Scholder exhibition offers a 
unique and contemporary view not 
only of Scholder's work, but of the 
southwestern landscape and its peo
ple, according to Carol Bjorklund, 
gallery director. 

Presently on exhibit through Oct. 
7 is "A Century of American Land
scape Photography." 

Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 'l P,.m. 
Monday through Wednesday, 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday and Friday, 
and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday. 
Decllcatory concert 

An original composition by Dr. Ed
win Fissinger, SU music department 
chairpen1on, "will highlight the 
Dedicatory Concert 2 p.m., Sunday, 
Oct. 17, in Festival Concert Hall of 
the Music Education Center. 

"Consecrate the Place and Day" 
is a poem by Joseph Addison set to 
music by Fissinger. He will conduct 
the SU Concert Choir as it performs 
this and other selections at the con
cert. The concert is ope:11 to the 
public at no charge. A reception, in
cluding refreshments, is planned. 
Mu Phi Epsilon 

Diana Warner, province governor 
of the North Central province of Mu 
Phi Epsilon, nation!J.l music fraterni- , 
ty, will be the guest of the local 
chapter, Phi Iota, of Concordia Oct. · 
3 and 4. 

Warner will be honored at an 
open program in Recital Hall, 
Hvidsten Hall of Music, 8:15 p.m. on 
Oct: 4. The Mu Phi Epsilon scholar
ship winners and members of the 
Concordia music faculty will per
form for the program. 

For further information contact 
Phyllis Wallin, assistant profess Qr of 
music, at 299-4414. · 
Historical Society 

On Saturday, Oct. 9, the Clay 
County.._ Historical Society will 
celebrate its 50th birth~ay. The 
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museum, located at 22 No. 8th St., 
Moorhead, will be open from 1 to 4 
p.m. with the Fiber Crafts Guild giv
ing demonstrations of spinning wool, 
silk, linen and cotton, as well as car
ding, weaving and natural dying. 

National Spinning and Weaving 
week is Oct. 3 through 9. Members of 
the F-M Fiber Crafts Guild will ex
hibit spinning wheels and related 
fiber work from the collection. 
Visitors will have an opportunity to 
try the museum's floor loom and add 
to the rag rug. 

Door prizes include a rug woven 
on the museum loom, a society 
membership and copies · of "Roy 
Johnson's Red River Valley," and the 
society's new "Vintage Photographs 
of Rural Life." 
Plalna 

Luis Jimenez Exhibition of 
sculpture, lithographs and drawings 
is on view at Plains Art Museum, 521 
Main Ave., Moorhead. through Nov. 
7. 
Rourke 

Recent paintings by Charles 
Thysell, Fargo, are being exhibited 
at Rourke Art Gallery through Oct. 
24. Rourke Art Gallery is located at 
523 S. 4th St., Moorhead. 

The Joseph and Jane McDonald 
show of "Photos and Pottery" has 
been extended through Oct. 24, at 
Rourke. Delicately colored, wheel
thrown pots and black and white 
altered landscapes are being ex
hibited by the San Francisco artists. 

For further information, call 
236-7171. 
"No, No" 

One of Broadway's most popular 
hit shows, "No, No, Nanette," has 
been scheduled to open the 1982-83 
season of theater entertainment at 
MSU. 

It will be presented for four per
formances only at 8:15 p.m. Oct. 21 
through 23 with a special Sunday 
matinee performance 2:15 p.m. on 
Oct. 24. 

All performances of "No, No 
Nanette," will be in MSU's Center 
for the Arts. Ticket reservations may 
be made by calling the box office at 
236-2271. 
Photographs 

The everyday activities of Min
nesotans during the first half of this 
century are captured in "John Runk, 
Photographer," an exhibit showing 
through Oct. 15 at MSU. 

#2 

DESCRIPTION 
LEGISLATURE 

SUPPORT FOR 
HANSON 

VOTE 
MATCHIE 

VOTE'" 

Regulations for powerline sitings 
and powerline corridors ...... . 92% YES 

RE-ELECT AN EFFECTIVE SU SENA TOR 

RE-ELECT SENATOR HANSON 

Paid for by NDSU College Republicans. Sonia Vculek. Pres. 

On loan from the Minnesota 
Historical Society, the exhibit con
sists of 51 photographs by the 
Stillwater, Minn., photographer. 
Runk wandered throughout Min
nesota in the early part of the cen
tury, capturing the look of small 
town life, farming, logging, the 
leisure life and even the prisons of 
the state. 

Library hours at MSU are 7:45 
a.m. to 10:45 p.m. Mondays through 
Thursdays, 7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. 
Fridays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays 
and 1 to t.0:45 p.m. Sundays. 
KCCM 

The Minn. Orchestra continues to 
be the only major symphonic or
chestra in the United States that has 
its full concert season broadcast live 
to a national audience. 

KCCM-FM 91.1 will broadcast the 
Minn. Orchestra's 1982-83 season 8 
p.m. Fridays. 

The St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, 
under the direction of Pinchas 
Zukerman, will be heard by a nation
wide audience for the third con
secutive year, when the 1982-83 
season of SPCO concerts are 
transmitted live via satellite to 
public radio stations across the 
country. 

Area listeners can tune in this 
performance series on KCCM-FM 
which will broadcast the SPCO con
certs 8 p.m. Saturdays. 
c-400 Club 

Paul Erickson and members of the 
1982 Lapland Ski Expedition will 
share experiences of their trek in a 
program titled "A Bold Vision of 
Lapland," to be presented during 
the C-400 homecoming meeting, Fri
day, Oct. 8, at Concordia. The pro
gram follows dinner, which begins at 
6:30 p.m. 

For ticket information call 
299-3146. 
FMCT 

Open auditions have been an
nounced by the F-M Community 
Theater for the family musical 
"Scrooge," the popular adaptation 
of Charles Dicken's "A Christmas 
Carol." 

Auditions will be held 2 p.m. Oct. 3 
and from 4 to 7 p.m. Oct. 4 and 5. 

The script calls for 15 males ages 
9 to adult and 15 females ages 9 to 
adult. Some extras of all ages will be_ 
included in the cast. 

Those persons interested in audi
tioning will be asked to read from 
the script and may be asked to sing a 

.song. 
Production dates are scheduled 

Dec. 9 through 12 and 16 through 19. 
- Call 235-6778 for further informa

tion. 
The annual SU homecoming is 

quickly approaching. Scheduled for 
Oct. 10-16, it will be filled with ac
tivities which will appeal to a varie
ty of interests. 

Help get the Bison fired up. 1 t 
takes an all-campus effort to make 
homecoming a success and the 
homecoming committee and football 
team would like to encourage you to 
get out and enjoy yourself. Join us to 
make ·1982 "Bison Blitz" the best SU 
homecoming ever. 

I RUN SUCH AN IVY-COVERED BOOKSTORE 
THAT YOU BETTER BRING YOUR MACHETE 
OR A CUTTING COMMENT OR THREE. 

DUANE JOHNSON, Bookseller, 232-0178 
506 Broadway. In beautiful downtown Fargovllle 

• Open early;Cloaa late. 
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I OOCLASSIFIED 
FOR RENT 

RENTERS! SAVE TIMEI we hove them oHI Many 
with heat furnished. Constant flow of new 
units dolly. All prtces-types-locotlons. RENTAL 
HOUSING, 514~ 1 Ave. N, 293-6190. 

Efficiency, one block from SU. call 235-0919. 

Typewriter Rentals: Save at A-1 Olson 
Typewrtter Company; 635 1 Ave. N; Forgo, 
ND. Phone 235-2226. 

FOR SALE 

Must sell 3 couches, 2 choirs, one bed- coll 
293-9187. 

'75 Datsun 8210, 35 mpg. High miles, new 
c lutch, $1900, 293-7761 for Scott G. 

Used Stereo Components. Nome brand 
tuners, amps, cassette decks, turntables, 
speakers, stands. Warrantied. Mltchell's TV, 
408 Broadway, Forgo, 232-7473. 

2 Victor 16mm optlcol-sound movie projec
tors. $150/175. Good working condition. 
232-5492 evenings. 
SONY Stereo, highest quality at lowest price. 
Demonstrations ovolloble. We toke trade
Ins. MITCHELL'S TV, 408 Broadway, Forgo, 
232-7473. 

WANTED 

FREE ESTIMATES on stereo repair. carry In on
ly. MITCHELL'S TV, 408 Broadway, Forgo. 
232-7473 

Let the Career center help you with career 
exploration. career Center, 2nd noor. Old 
Main. 

STUDENTS! I Pick up FREE dllcount cords to be 
used by your parents at area participating 
motels at the ActMtlel Delk of the Memorlol 
Union-Coll 237-6134 for more lnfomotlon. 

LOST & FOUND 

LOSJ: Thick bond ring with a Rose setting 
and small clear stone. Reword wll be paid. 
Please retum If you find It, 282-5171. 

MISGLLANEOUS 

Show your stuff--Enter th& campus 
decoration contest during Homecoming 
Weeki 

Homecomrng Buttons! Get YOURS for S.50 In 
the Alumni Lounge Oct. 5-15. 

Are you a Prepple or a Nerd? Your debut II 
corning soon . .... 
Come see a Bochelor/BOChelorette win 
their Dream Dote, Dinner 8t Show. Wed., OCt. 
13, 8-10, New Music Bulldlng. 

Becktron: Glass of beer, lul'TlPV cheese and 
scoops about the doz. Soon you'll be a 
woman of the rosel Rog, double M 8t S. cat . 

MENI -WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPSI American. Cowboys aren't the only ones who chew 
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent tobacco, so lefs see yo spit at WIid West 
pay. ·Worldwlde travel. summer Job or Doy, Oct. 15. 
career. Send S3 for Information. SEAFAX. , -Go-to_r_lo_v_er_s_o_nd_brlef __ cose __ holders ___ u_nlte __ ot 

Dept. E-1 O Box 2049, Port Angeles, the onnuoi Homecoming donce, Oct. 11, 9-1 
Washington 98362. featuring Cholls and Soft Thunder! 

Hove you chosen a fashion career? Start WIii the Kappas win the campus decoration 
getting experience now whlle earning that contest again this year and toke home 550 
valuable dlplomo. For on Interview coll Bon- • or wlll a challenger rise to beat them?? -
nle at 235-3681 ofter 5 pm. SKI SWAP 
The Forgo Cllnlc Is seeking healthy sperm OCT. 25-28 
donors. GRATUllY. For more Information, BALLROOM 
please coll 237-2269. 

Female roommate wonted-Nov. 1. S118/mo. 
Indoor pool, off-street parking, heat Includ
ed, 6 blocks form SU. 293-1178 

Roommate desired to enjoy 2-bdrm. house 
2 blocks fr91'Tl SU. Double garage, coll 
232-9448. 

Stereo components, wlll accept on trade. 
Must see for price quote. MITCHELL'S TV, 408 
Broadway, Forgo, 232-7473. 

OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/yeor round. 
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All Flelds. 
$500-1200/mo. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write UC, Box 52-NDl, Corona Del Mor, CA 
92625. 
Need 1 or 2 mole roommates to shore a 2 or 
3-bdrm. duplex close to SU. Phone 293-5564 
mornings or ofter 5 pm. . 

SEINIGS OFFERED 

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research 
- cotolog-306 poges-10,278 toplcs-Ruah 

S1 . Box 25097C; Los Angeles, CA 90025. 
(213) 277-8226 . 

PREGNANCY TESTING ANO COUNSEi.iNG: Birth 
control Information, ALL famlly planning ser
vices ottered by a llcensed phyllclon. CON
FIDENTIALITY ASSURED! Forgo Women's 
Health Organization; Inc. 235-0999. 

BEER GUZZLERS BEWARE! Coogglng contest 
at Union Moll, OCt. 15. 2-4:45 

TODAY'S TAPE-Make a good first Impression 
whlle Job hunting. Leam how to write a 
resume by colllng 237-TAPE and asking for 
tape number 1270. 

Come on Home .. .. Come on Home . .. 
. Come on Home '. 

' So you cowboys think you're toughl Well, 
come to WIid West Doy and show your stuff I 
Oct. 15, 2-4:45, Union Moll. 

HI Dad, Dove, Mr. Ravenscroft 8t Merv-I'm 
bringing Mme. Pepper to be fattened up. 
She's got too much get-up.ond-gol I'll be 
along, too........ arown Evel 

Need a rock bond? 
Coll CPR ... .280-0502. 

With Baseball and FootboU 
I sometimes compete 

~ I make up stories • 
'bout .Maynord and Pete. 

But those guys aren't real, 
And never could beat 

I 
The guy that I hove 
and who's always so sweetl 

Happy year 8t o-holfll 

Cul de Sac.Deli 

16 ,r 

Lower Level 
of Memorial Union 

HOURS . 
Mon. - Thurs. 10 am - 9 pm 

Frt. 10 am - 4:30 pm 
Sat. Closed 

Sun. 4:30 - 9 pm 
······ ············································ . . 

Gobbler Sandwich 
Bag of Chips & Med. Beverage 

$2 with coupon 
lax Included 

. 

. 
-• . . 

. . ......... ..... ..... ·-· ......................................... . 

r-----------------~------, 
I , ·-· NDSU 1 

I Top Sirloin Dinner • . . l 
I :i • • I 
1 2 for.$5.99 · 1 
I · Coupon expires I 
I . 1111182 I 
I Offer includes entree, potato, Texas Toast, and our 

famous all-you-can-eat Freshtastiks'soup & salad bar. Good all day I 
I Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurarits. 7 days a week. I r------------------------1 I . I 
1 Regular Rib Eye Dinner NDSU 1 

11 Ill' ~l1 , 2 for $6 ~ 99 ~ 1 
I Coupon expires I 

11/1/82 I Offer includes entree, potato, Texas Toast, and our I 
I famous all-you-can-eat Freshtastiks soup & salad bar. Good all day I 
L~~~o~~nly~~~~~~:~:~~~~~ay~~:1 
I N~U I 
1 Sirloin Strip Dinner l 
I · 2 for $7. 99 Ill : I , Coupon expires I 

Offer includes entree, potato, Texas Toast, and Ol!r 11 11182 I 
II famous aU-you-can-eat Freshtastiks soup & salad bar. Good all day I 

Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants. _ 7 days a week . ..J 
L---------------~--------
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I OOCAMPUS CLIPS 

THRIGHT 
ring friend. 
pregnancy 

onflilentlal 
help. 
~ 

r-Taste, 
Boneless 

UCK 

Ail items for Campus Clips must be 
submitted by 5 p.m. Tuesdays for Fri
day's editions and 5 p.m. Friday for 
Tuesday's edition. Clips may be sub
mitted at either the Activities Desk 
or "The Spectrum" news office in 
the Union. 
Asronomy and Soil Science 

An organizational meeting will be 
held at 7:30 p.m. today in Waister 
221. 
Colle .. Democrata 

A meeting is at 7 p.m. today in the 
Familv Life Center Room 32~0. 

; Michigan Red 

DELICIO·US 
AST I APPLES 
$1. 79: i~b $1.19 -------~---~-------COUPON 

$1.49 

IRHC 
There will be a meeting of the 

Inter-Residence Hall Council at ·s 
p.m. today in the Family Life Center 
Room 32~F. 
Phi Upallon Omicron 

All members are encouraged to at
tend tlie bi-monthly meeting.at 7 p.m. 
today in the Founder's Room of the 
Union. 
Judo Club 

All new members are invited to at
tend a meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomor
row in the wrestling room of the New 
Field House. 
Amateur hello Society 

A meeting will be held at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow in BEE· Room 201. It is ex
tremely important that all members 
attend. 
Alpha Lambda Delta 

A short meeting will be at 7:30 
p.m. tomorrow in the Family Life 
Center, Room 319. 
Lanlfll81e·Club/Alpha Mu Gamma 

Everyone interested in languages 
is invited to attend a meeting at 7 
p.m. tomorrow in the Family Life 
Center R09m 32~0 and E. 
SCA 

The Society of Creative 
Anachronism will hold an informa
tional meeting for , all interested in 
medieval life at 7 p.m. tomorrow in 
the Crest Room of the Union. · 
Collete Republicans 

District 45 legislature candidates 
Don Hanson, Steve Swointek and 
Donna Nalewaja will speak at the 7 
p.m. meeting tomorrow in Meinecke 
Lounge of the Union. 
Blue Key 

All members· are urged to attend a 
dinner, initiation and meeting at 6 
p.m. Thursday in the Student 
Government office~ 
SOTA 

All Students Older Than Average 
members are invited to attend one of 
two Library tours. These tours will 

, be on Thursday and start at 11 a.m. 

GRAND BARBER AND 
BEAUTY WORLD 

~ 
519 First /1.ve. N. 

.REDl(EN 
COMPLETE LINE OF. 
PRODUCTS 
• Hair Styllng 
• Fashion 

Haircut . s1.oo ___ _ 

DIAL/237-3900! 
Fargo 

TOM MATCHIE FOR SENATE - DIST • . 45 

or 7 p.m. Meet in the Library Multi
Purpose Room .to start the tour. 
Home Ee Ed Dept. 

All HEEd juniors need to attend an 
important meeting on student 
teaching at 3:45 p.m. Thursday in 
the Family Life Center Room 212 . 
Trap and Skeet Club 

A regular meeting for all in
terested stud_ents will be at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday in the Forum Room of the 
Union. 
Student Advisers 

The monthly meeting will be at 
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Founders 
Room of the Home Ee Building. All 
advisers should attend as Gloria Taf
fee is the guest speaker. 
Biblical Reaearch Tw11 

A meeting on how to interpret the 
Bible will be at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
Crest Hall of the Union. All are 
welcome to attend. 
Newman Center 

A concert by Jeff Steinberg will be 
at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the Newman 
Center Hall. A freewill offering is all 
that is required. · 
SOTA 

A morning coffee for all Students 
Older Than Average members will 
be at 9 a.m. Friday in the Founders 
Room of the Home Ee Building. 
Recreation Students . 

The first Rec Club meeting will be 
Sunday, Oct. 10 in the New Field 
House from 7 to 9 p.m. All recreation 
students should attend and bring 
tennis shoes and swim suits. 

Bison Raiden 
A Raiders meeting will be at 6:30 

p.m. on Oct. 14 in the Old Field 
House Room 201-E. 

Bison Blitz 
Get into the Homecoming Spirit. 

Buttons will be on sale in the Alumni 
Lounge of the Union starting today. 

The Music Marathon will be Oct. 
12. All people with musical talent 
are asked to participate. All others 
are requested to listen from 10:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p,m. 

The Wild West Day will be Oct. 
15. Events for this year include many 
contests and food. It starts at 2 p.m. 
and will be held in the Union Mall or 
if it rains, in the Old Field House. 

The Homecoming Dance for all 
preppies and nerds will be at 9 p.m . 
on Oct. 11 in the Old Field House. 
Chalis and Soft Thunder will be the 
featured bands. ' 

M" TCHIE Compaign 
Comminee, Ron Horner, Treas. 
3202 1st SI. N ., Fargo, 
N.O. 58102 
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e sports face m.oney problems just like the pros 
By Jeff Laltjem 

nd television--two 
tiona linked together 

happy marriase. 
at the pro football 

as one example. The 
ve a desire to share in 

t the owners have 
the three television 

we always have col
aybe. If two univer-

S. District Court judge 
, the current contract 

football would be 
window. 
that the National Col

. c Association is now 
because of money. To 
· problem with t1!_e 

ve to understand how 

NCAA television con
and CBS is worth· 

ey taken from the net
among the members of 
How much you get 

depends OD if you appear OD T.V. a 
little or a lot. It also depends on if 
you are a larger Division I school like 
the University of Mil;mesota, or a 
smaller school like SU. The larger 
schools grab the bigger audience, so 
they make more money. 

As an example, three weeks ago 
the SU-UND game was a regionally
televised game on ABC. This game 
was opposite the Minnesota-Purdue 
game on CBS. SU and UND brought . 
in $9,000 for each of the members of 
the NCC. Minnesota and Purdue took 
in over $200,000 to be split within 
the Big Ten. There is a bit of a dif
ference. 

Last year, however, some Division 
I schools threatened to drop out of 
the NCAA in favor of the College 
Football A88ociation in order to 
negotiate their own separate televi
sion contracts. 

These larger schools argued that 
they shouldn't have to share the 
wealth with other colleges that 
seldom appear in front of the net
work cameras. 

701-235-9442 

BROADWAY AND N.P. 
AVENUE . . 

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 

, 
The two sides reached a com

promise last year when the NCAA 
agreed to change the way it divides 
up the television money. It also 
realigned its divisions so fewer 
schools are eligible to share those 
revenues. This did not end the 
dispute. 

Soon the universities of Georgia 
and Oklahoma sued the NCAA 
anyway. 

This brought the i88ue in front of 
U.S. District Court Judge Juan Bur
ciaga. In his decision, Burciaga 
agreed to let individual schools make 
their own television deals. 

He said the NCAA had violated 
anti-trust laws in monopolizing 
broadcast rights for its member 
shools. 

SU athletic director Ade Sponberg 
outlined the next steps the NCAA 
would take. 

First, they asked for a stay of the 
decision from Burciaga. This was 
turned down. 

Next, the NCAA went to the 10th 
District ~ppeals Court in Denver to 
ask for a stay. This they received 
last week. 

C. Dennis Cryder of the NCAA' s 
programming department said: "The 
majority of our member institutions 
are somewhat surprised that the ac
tion came in the middle of the 1982 
season.'' 
. Kurt Ockershauser, a lawyer for 
Oklahoma said, "The NCAA and the 
networks and anyone following the 
issue should have seen it coming." 

Ockerhauser said the real issue is 
not the timing of the decision, but 
whether the member institutions of 
the NCAA have sole property rights 
to their television broadcasts. 

The court ruled the NCAA did not 
control ~em nor could the NCAA re-

n a while, papers get two strips for the same day. ·Here's 
rs got to choose from for Oct. 2: 

1 
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quire as membership that the institu
tion sign over their rights. 

Sponberg, on the other hand, said 
the two maverick institutions were 
not thinking it through when they 
went ahead with their court fight. 

Sponberg doesn' t think that any 
package deal the individual con
ferences could put together could 
equal the deal now being taken in 
~~ the NCAA contract. 

Sponberg sees the future of col
lege. football on television as those 
individual conferences, the Big Ten, 
Big Eight, Pac Ten, Southwest 
Athletic Conference and the major 
independents making individual con
tracts with one network. 

The problem here is that inter
conference play could present a pro
blem. If one network has the ex
clusive rights on one team, that net
work is .not going to like to have the 
team it has the r ights to appear on 
another network. 

Burciaga commented that the 
NCAA has strayed too far from the 
purposes for which it was organized. 

"It would be unseemly for the 
court," he said, "Having found an 
overt violation of the anti-trust laws, 
to allow the violation to continue for 
even a single day, let alone the rest 
of the season." 

When asked where schools like SU 
fit into the plans of the bigger 
schools, Sponberg said they don' t. 

This will hurt the athletic program 
in many ways, though as Sponberg 
said, he didn't see it breaking the 
program. 

He foresees no drastic cuts in the 
program as far as the number of 
sl)Orts offered It will take away any 
money that has come from the net
works in the pas t. 

This money is used mainly to 
enhance the program now and also 
provides funds for the national 
championship game which the ijison 
were in last year. 

As it is, the game is not a break
even situation for · the teams. With 
the money from the networks for 
carrying the game, the schools can 
turn a profit. With the current con
tract, the networks are obliged to 
carry six NCAA Division II and Divi
sion III games along with the cham
pionship games-of each. 

Sponberg doubts if anyone would · 
see either network picking up the 
games if the contract is voided. Also 
the free publicity the univer sity 
would get from just one national 
television appearance is a loss not 
only to the athletic program, but to 
the school as a whole. 

The recruiting for the football pro
gram is helped immeasurably by see
ing the Bison on a national game. But 
also the image of the school itself is 
enhanced by the appearance. People 
who would not normally hear of SU 
do because of one game. This can 
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On the surface this seems to be a 
case of the rich getting richer and 
the poor getting poorer, but the 
smaller schools do not have any 
place · in the revenue plans of the 
larger schools. 

If the NCAA loses this case, its 
power will be diminished significant
ly. 

The association will probably con
tinue, but every time it makes a judg-
ment it's more than likely going to 
end up in court 

)9 
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The Herd wins another game against SDSU 
By Kevin Cbriat ' ball 5 yards. Ostlie, who was ave~ For ·Luektke, it was his 16th to have surgery on his 

SU's football team slipped by the taging 37.1 yards a punt before the straight extra point without a miss day night. It looks as thOIJil 
Jackrabbits of South Dakota State by ,game, kicked his second bad punt in this year. The four points he scored will be out for the season. 
a score of 10-3 in Brookings, S.D. ,three tries as he kicked the ball 23 against SDSU makes him the leading The Bison led in total off 
Saturday afternoon. yards to the SDSU 30-yard line. scorer on the Bison team with 31 298 yards compared to s 

SDSU came into the game ·with a On SU's second series in the third points. He Just barely passed Neller- That's considerably less 
2-1 conference record and the loss quarter Nellermoe dropped back to moe who has 30. average of 422 yards gom, 
puts the Jacks' hopes of a conference pass on second and nine from the The scoring drive for SU went 68 game, but SU's offensive 
crown in a dim light. Bison 24. SDSU's Randy Pirner in- yards in eight plays and the coach Ross Hjelseth said 

SDSU does have a good team tercepted the pass on the Bison 31 touchdown came with 2:50 left in the easy playing away games. 
though, as the Herd found out in the and could only advance the ball to thi~d quarter. "It's not as easy to Win 
early part of the game. the 30-yard line of SU. With the-- ball now in the posses- on the road as people · 

The Jacks are led by junior The interception was a big break sion of SDSU, Law faced a third and Hjelseth said. "That's the 
quarterback Mike Law. Law was 13 for the Jacks. The -only problem was six sil!Jation and was sacked losing 6 with most college footbat 
for 22 in passing attempts which SDSU was assessed a clipping penal- more yards. Fortunately for the You don't see teams 
was good for 108 yards. ty on the run back and the penalty Jacks, the Bison were caught offside wide margin on the road." 

On the first series of the game the put the Jacks back to SU's 45-yard and SDSU now had a third and one SDSU's defense played 8 
Jacks received the opening kick and line. which was converted into a first · in SU's lack of yardage 
started their initial drive from their The Jacks could not advance the down in short order. said it .was due to the way 
own 33-yard line. ball more than 2 yards though, and . " The third quarter ended with the lined up. 

Eleven plays later the Jacks were Dave Bidinger had to come in to punt ball in SDSU's possession on SU's 46. "We've seen tluJm use six 
already on the scoreboard with a for SDSU. · After the Jacks moved the ball films ~nd it's. difficult 
37-yard field goal by combination Bidinger . hit 8 beauty that was down to the Bison 33, SDSU was nail- because of their (defensive) 
kicker-nose · guard Ken Jensen with downed on the SU 2-yard line putting ed for clipping which put the ball he said. "We weren't ge 
8:45 left in the first quarter. the Bison in the same situation as at back on the Jacks 49-yard ~e. With field position, but our kids 

The Bison were hurting right from the start of the game. a first and 28 at hand, Law ran the poise and lined up with a U 
the onset. When Jensen kicked off to Nellermoe managed· to get the ball for 4 yards and threw two in- intensity." · 
the Herd, the Bison fumbled the ball Bison out of the hole and the Herd comp~ete passes forcing the Jacks,to Hjelseth also noted that 
but made the recovery on their own moved the ball down to their own 41 punt with 12:08 left in the game. physically but the Herd di 
3-yard line which was not a good before Ostlie had to punt again. The Bison could only advance the the right emotional chars 
place to begin a ball game. . This ~e Ostlie connected proper- ball 6 yards and the Herd had to to play a good game. 

The farthest the Bison could ad- ly a:t'ld hoofed 8 44-yard punt. punt the ball back to SDSU. "South Dakota State h 
vance the ball in the first quarter The next series for SDSU was the With 10:09 left in the game the emotional effort," he sai 
was to the Jack's 49-yard line. SU's third series in a row for the Jacks in Jacks had the ball on the 50-yard are a good tough team." 
punter Phil Ostlie started his day off which they were unable to get 8 first line. A combination of passing with a The Bison rushed for 2 
slowly as he only kicked the ball 27 down. The Bison began the next few scattered running plays took the which is also lower than 
yarda. series from their own 32-yard line. , Jacks down to the Bison 29-yard line. conference game average 

In the second quart~r the Bison Neilermoe and company finally A Bison pass interference infrac- yards. . 
had the ball to start off the quarter. showed the 8,540 fans attending tion gave the Jacks an · automatic "When you look at it, 216' 
On the third-and-eight play, SU's what the Bison offense was all about first down and the, ball was on the yards if you're running up 
quarterback Mark Nellermoe threw with this drive. 20-yard line. dle," Hjelseth said. "But if 
a key pass to Mark Luedtke for a big . Nellermoe began the drive with an A big break developed for the up the middle you're not 
SU first down. The next third-down 11-yard pass to Luedtke. Dan Harris Bison as SDSU's Rick Wegher was move the ball very far ." 
situation the Bison faced was handl- followed up the pass with 8 17-yard caught way behind the line of scrim- Harris, Willis and Neller 
ed in the same fashion as Nellermoe run which put the ball on the SDSU mage taking a 12-yard loss back on the leading ground gainers 
completed one to Doug Nutton. 40. Jeff Willis picked up 5 yards for the .32-yar_d line. sides as the three Bison 

The Bison drive ended on the the Bison and Nellermoe picked up ' Law tried to regain some of the 89, 89 and 58 yards respe · 
Jacks' 25-yard line where Luedtke 15. yards on a run, but only picked up 7 The Bison have now won 
had to boot a 42-yard field goal. Nellermoe w'as sacked and 8 cou- yards. Law was then sacked which secutive North Central Co 
Luedtke's kick just got over the very ple more runs by Willis and Harris cost the Jacks 10 more yards bring- games. The victory is the 
cornet of the cross bar and the Bison gave the Bison a first a goal situation ing up a fourth and 25 play. straight for the Bison overs 
~ere -tied up with the Jacks at 3-3. on the _SDSU 4-yard line. With only 3:44 left in the game the it gives the Herd a 5-0 reco 

The Jacks' next series of downs It didn't take long for SU to decide Jacks had to punt the ball away. yef!r. The Bison are tied 
was a strong one. SDSU travelled all how the Herd was going to get into The Bison started their drive on place in the conference 
the way from tlieil'-own 35-yard line the end zone as Nellermoe threw a the 15 and ate up enough yards and thern Colorado as both te 
to the Bison .18. Law went to the air pass in -the end zone to · tight end enough time to end Ute game, win- 3-0 NCC records . 
. on second and 14 and his pass was Terry Baer. The touchdown was ning 10-3. . Saturday the Bison travel 
picked off by SU's linebacker Steve Baer's third of the year and it was Chris Broome and Pete Boldon Falls, S.D. to match up with 
Garske. The interception was Gar- his first conference game lead the Herd in defense with eight ings of Augustana College. 
ske's first of the year and couldn't touchdown. Luedtke kicked the extra and seven unassisted tackles each. still winless in the NCC with 
have come at a better time for the point for the Bison to make it 10-3 Boldon suffered a severe injury of 0-2. 
6-foot-3 irich 213-pound ·junior. SU. 

Each team had the ball one more 
time before the first half came to a 
close and neither team could ad
vance the ball. The first half ended 
with th'8 score still tied at 3-3. 

The Bison appeared to have things 
in proper order starting the second 
half. SU's Jeff Conley took the second 
half opening kick off to the Bison 
41-yard line. The runback was good 
for 37 yards and it put the Bison in 
pretty good field position. 

SU's hopes for scoring were sti
fled by SDSU's tough defensive 

. :squad as the Bison only moved the 
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This special "Spectrum" supplement deals with aspects 
of possible nuclear war and the constant build-up of 
nuclear weapons by world· powers. Contained in these 
pages 1s a mixture of facts and opinions of writers. 
Besides contributions by "Spectrum" writers, stories by 
''Common cause," denoted by CC, and College Press 
Service have also been included to give you a complete 
look at possibly the most important topic confronting our 
generation. 

OuR NuGlea1 PeTeRleNT 
~faR, THe aRM~ BuiLDUP Ma~ PReVeNTeD: 

Clock appears monthly on the cover of "The Bultetlm of the ·Atomic Sclen
plonls eclentlffc and technologlcal questions affecting the well-being of 
lnute hand of the clock moves as a measure of the Immediacy of the threat 
ter. The clock hu moved 10 times since the founding of the magazine at 
War II. It preeently stands at four minutes to midnight, an Indication of a 

Photo by Eric Hyl<»n 
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s·pondent thinks Soviets eyeing U.S. stockpiles 
bott is diplomatic cor- slow down the Americ~ cruise And they see arms control negotia
or Time magazine, and , missile program. tions and agreements as a way of 
'fe News Service's prin- The United States also has always certifying, codifying that equality 
·st on foreign and no- pursued arms control with at least which they believe they've achieved. 

·ty affairs. He has writ- an eye to the propaganda and It's precisely on this point that the 
and contributed to a political benefits as well as a very Reagan administration and the 
ob. He is the author of clear eye on ways of using arms con- Kremlin 'are most fundamentally at 
e Inside Story of SAL.'[_ tr.ol to stop the · Soviets from pro- odds, because we now have a leader
in 1979. . ceeding with weapons which worry ship in this country that rejects the 
ets look at the whole us. idea that equality exists, a leader-

arms control very · But in addition to _}Daking pro- ship that asserts repeatedly, 
y, very cold-bloodedly, paganda hay against 'llB and spiking vigorously, from the president on 

perfectly capable of our wheels in any way that they can, down that the United States is now; 
it very cynically and the Soviets have some other pur- number two and that we are suffer
ly. They would like to poses in arms control which I think ing from across-th~board military 

s to advance their own are somewhat more benign and more inferiority by comparison with the 
· to make themselves worth encouraging. Soviet Union, and that this inf eriori-

st a tesm-en and My own conviction is that they are ty is most prominently and 
while they keep us on genuinely worried about the increas- dangerously manifest in the whole 
and try to make us look ed danger of war that would accom- category of nuclear weaponry. 
unreasonable and even pany an all-out, no-holds-barred No administration has ever taken 

re any# doubt that the 
t to use arms control to 
ccept the elimination of 

ere limitations oncer
weapons that represent 

advantage over them. 
, in both sets of negotia
re now under way in 
Soviet purpose in the 
gely to stop or at least 

escalation in the military rivalry~ this view before. And it's a highly 
tween us. But most fundamentally, debatable view. Many experts out
the Soviets see arms control as ' side the government, including some 
representing their achievement of with some pretty good hawkish 
equality with the United States. Over credentials, would challenge the no
the past 15 or 20 years, they have tion that we are at a net disadvan
been trying harder, _ like A vis. In tage and that we are wlnerabfe· to a 
terms of nuclear strength, they've preemptive, decapitating Soviet at
established themselves as our co- tack, which is a conviction held very 
equals, although they still lag behind strongly within the · Reagan ad
us in many other respects, of course. ministration. But many more experts 

challenge the wisdom of our leaders 
constantly poor-mouthing our 
military power, advertising to the 
world that we are number two. 
Perceptions are terribly, terribly im
portant, and that includes ' mutual 
perceptions, which in turn depend 
very largely on self-perceptions. And 
it's part of the American dilemma 
these days that we as a nation have 
not only talked ourselves into a posi
tion of at least self-perceived in
feriority, but we've proclaimed our 
inferiority to the rest of the planet 

I take some comfort from the 
thought that perhaps the Soviets, 
with all of their insecurities and 
mistrust, do not believe us .when we 
keep saying it. But somewhat more 
sobering is the thought that perhaps 
our allies, who must rely on us for 
their defense, may well be beginning 
to believe us when we moan and 
groan about how weak we've 
become. 

It's that underlying premise of the 
administration's approach to arms 
control that we're inferior and that 
the Soviets must give up more than 
we · do in the negotiations that 
represents the single biggest 
obstacle to progress. . cc 
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Survivors of workt's first attack live with.ho 
By Patricia '11leiler 

Mitsuo Tomosawa was 15 when 
the bomb was dropped- on 
Hiroshima. An American, born ·in 
Hawaii, Tomosawa was visiting 
Japan with bis mother in keeping 
with a Japanese-American custom of 
sending children to Japan' for a few 
years to get a first-hand education 
about the culture. · "After the war 
started unexpectedly, many of us 
citizens couldn't return to 
America.'' 

Tomosawa was 18 when he 
returned to the United States. 
Because he had been prohibited in 
Japan from· speaking English during 
the war, he had to spend about six 
months re-learning English before he 
could continue his education. 

How has he reconciled the in
credibly mixed emotions he must 
have felt when he became a victim of 
a bomb dropped by his own country? 
"Right after the bombing, my mother 
and I, we were in a state of shock. 
[But later,] my feeling was not hate 
or anger or anything like that...But. 
my feeling was more sadness. A pro
found sadness." 

Now an optometrist in Watson
ville, Calif., Tomosawa feels that as 
a survivor of that horror, he has a 

·responsibility to carry on the 
memory and the message of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. " All of us 
survivors' desires and hopes are to 
somehow achieve world peace so 
that the nuclear bomb will never be 
used again. That's what made me 
decide to go on and do whatever I 
can do." · 

People ask him, "What can I do?" 
He says, "Many people feel, 'Well, 
what's the use of calling my con
gressman? I'm only one single per
son and he won't do anything'; but I 
tell them they will make a 
difference." ' 

In bis congressional testimony in 
March, Tomosawa had a special 
message for the ieaders of the two 
superpowers. "All I can say to Presi
dent Reagan and Mr. Brezhnev is 
that t think God has spared some o{ 
us from that holocaust so that we 
have the opportunity to relate to the 
people of the world that the things 
that we are doing are not preserving 
a peace but just going on the 
pathway of destruction." 

stationed Japan. They married and 
in 1954 moved to Canada and settled 
in Vancouver, British Columbia. 

Now Laskey is working to create a 
network of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
survivors who live in Canada, model
ed after a similar group established 
in the United States right after the 
war. Although she doesn't know how 
many survivors live in Canada, she 
has found 15 living in Vancouver. 

She's also been speaking to 
groups, testifying on Capitol Hill and 
educating people about her ex-

periences. Des.pita the painful ex
perience of telling people about 
Hiroshima, and reliving that day 
that changed the lives ,of so many 
people, Laskey and other survivors 
are speaking out more and more. 

[to someone), I could see 
Vancouver from my Wind 
help myself from thinking 
pens if the bomb drops ' 
Every time we have a bea 
think about it." 

Survivors, says Laskey, , "want to 
save people from this experience" Shigeko Sasamori says 
and believe ending the arms race is came to the United States · 
thetnly way. . age 23-ten years after the 

Although , it happened 37 years dropped-"People would 
ago, the horrible "memories come · as ask me, 'What ha 8 

back just like it was· y~sterday." Japan To Pagea 
"The other day when I was talking 

Pictured is a B-528 bomber, an older yerslon of the bombers which will be converted for cruise-missile operation at Grand F 
Is on static d!splay at Lowry Al.r Force Base near Denver. · ' · - _ Photobi 

Officiarsays North Dakota boaSts tou 
· hand in nucl.ear weapons world· arena 

By Andre Stephenson prime target for enemy attack, tween Jamestown and De 
A common North Oakota boast is if though Fargo, without any nuclear ·carlson said. · 

· the state seceded from the Union, it weapons, is not likely to suffer a A target aircraft is siln 
would be the third greatest nuclear direct hit, Parker said. the radar and one of the 
power in the world. However, Fargo probably F-4 fighter jets is directetl 

A former Pentagon official now wouldn't be able to escape the the plane and instructed 
commanding nuclear-tipped missiles radioactive fallout from attacks on make visual contact or fire 
at Grand Forks said Monday, he was Minot and points farther west, said" aircraft's weapons, said 
not at liberty to confirm that claim. .Parker, a 19-year veteran of the Air Fargo native and SU gra 
But he did admit North Dakota Force. · To be able to meet the 
"would be a considerable force to be In the event of an enemy attack, "scramble" order from 
reckoned with" if it did strike out on · U.S. military forces could detect and headquarters, the Guard k 
its own. track the incoming missiles, but planes on 5-minute alert sta 

Kimulco Laskey was 16 when the Gol. Robert Parker, assistant wouldn't be able ' to intercept and timeij, ·he said. 
bomb hit Hiroshima. For a year she deputy commander for the 321st destroy them before they were The strategic weapons I 
was very sick from the aftereffect.s Strategic Missile W~ at the Grand detonated, Parker said. North Dakota . are part 
of the bomb. "During those days we Forks Air Force Base, spoke at Con- The' country's sole anti-ballistic nation's triad defense, Par 
didn'.t have any doctors at all; I am cordia College as part of a panel of missile facility at Nekoma, N.D., was ~inuteman III missile 
here today because of my mother's speakers who· outlined the role shut down shortly after it opened. · bombers and submarine-b 
care and my sister's help ... " North Dakota's military operations Parker said he believes it was not on- · continental ballistic missile! 

"I couldn't see :at all, and I play in the national defense. ly for financial reasons, but also three legs of this triad. 
couldn't get up for a year. For a long The panel topic, "Mission of because of technical shortcomings. With three means of 
time I couldn't see anything. The on- Regional Military Activities," was North Dakota's other major military planners hope at I 
ly thing I could see was an orange part o.f the program of the three-day military operation is the Air Na- would remain effective if 
flame." conference on National Security and tional Guard, headquartered at were incapacitated by an 

After a year her condition improv- Nuclear Arms, held Sept. 26 through Fargo's Hector Field, where training weapon, Parker said. Also, 
ed. To help pay , for the piastre 28. missions are flown 1:1ix days a week. spreads the defense resp 
surgery she needed, she worked in a Third largest nuclear force or not, Lt. Col. Robert Carlson, director of Soviets thinner as they 
hospital in Hiroshima. She's had at North Dakota still .packs a powerful operational plans for the NDANG, prepare to defend age· 
least five operations-the last about strategic punch, Parker said, with said bis 119th Fighter Interceptor means of attack, he said. 
seven years ago. Eventually her about 300 intercontinental nuclear Group is part of the North American While such weapons were 
eyesight improved. -missiles and about 50 · long-range Air Defense Command (NORAD}-a lfd for attack, their other I 

In the weeks after · the bomb, bombers. joint U.S.-Canadian effort to protect deterrence, he said, as the 
Laskey said she felt like ,her "whole These weapons are evenly divided · the airspace over the to countries. knows that any attack by 
life was destroyed. I didn't have any between the Air Force bases at . The North Dakota squadr~'s job be met with an equal res 
dream of the future." "Because of Grand Forks and Minot, with a is to check out, escort or destroy the United States. 
the way I looked" after bomb, she bomber group and a missile wing unknown or enemy aircraft that But such capabilities 1118 

didn't think she would get married. operating out of each base, Parker NORAD's radar detects over this Parker added, without th~ 
But in 1951, six years after the bomb · said. region's airspace. element of deterrence, whi 
was dropped. she met her future Thia concentration of offensive Simulated missions are practiced willingness of the people 10 
husband, a Canadian . serviceman weapons makes North Dakota a i.n an area northwest of Farso be- weapon,a they have put into 
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said, 'No, I was one 
of the bomb at 

eir response was, 
but now people have 
n, a better reaction. 
ell them about the 
y to me, 'Even so, you 
try and are helping 

about the dangers of 
It's a good reaction 
s people realize that 
long time ago, but, 
appen here." 
ame to the United 
ergo more than 35 
injuries caused by the 

one of 26 Hiroshima 
ht to the U.S. · for 
ment by a special 
ject funded through 
ns. 
after conversations 
e met in this country, 
ed to take on the role 
bout the horrors of 
s more people asked 

experience and as she 
's stockpile of nuclear 
asing, she saw the im
minding people of the 

reason why I lived-I 
the people who died 
ic bomb-and not just 
ic bomb, [who] died 

their spirits are telling 
eople who never have 
ar ... that I have a mis
show what happened. 
y I livf3." ' 
-time practical nurse 

born babies in a Los 
ital, Sasamori_ says 
er is not solely the 
of political leaders. 
ual has to help" end 
e. "But many people 
it. When they see me, 
when I tell them my 
ey begin to try to 

e, but actually they do 
much danger there is 

ey just don't seem to 
cc 

Founder/director of Ground Zero 
sets stage for possible future 

Roger Molander is founder and ex- And, once the first nuclear has obtained nuclear weapons 
ecutive director of Ground Zero, a weapon is used, who knows what starts a regional nuclear war that 
Washington, D.C. based, non- would follow? We simply have no turns into a global nuclear war. 
partisan educational project on precedent to help us guess how 4. Escalation After a False Alarm
nuclear war. He served on the staff world leaders would act once the There have been at least three times 
of the National Security Council barrier between conventional and · during the past few years when U.S. 
under Presidents Nixon, Ford and nuclear weapons had been crossed. computers mistakenly indicated ·that 
Carter from 1974 to January 1981. But, while no one in our govern- a Soviet attack was underway. In 
While there, Molander was chair- ment knows for sure what would one frightening instance, a i,ractice 
man of the interagency working happen if war with the Soviet Union tape that was used to simulate a 
group that prepared background broke out, over the past ~ree Soviet attack was inadvertently left 
material for the SALT II treaty decades, defense strategists have in a computer. It was several 
negotiations. spent a lot of , time playing minutes before officials verified that 

Theo Brown is deputy director of hypothetical "war games" an actual Soviet attack was not 
Ground Zero. weighting all the variables that underway. 
By Roger Molander and Theo Brown might lead to a nuclear exchange It's possible that some day a 

The inescapable reality of our and developing detailed scenarios of similar situation could occur either 
time is the fact that the threat of the ways in which such a conflict here or in the Soviet Union and the 
nuclear war is never far from us. might take place. error is not found in time. If that 

Nuclear war could conceivably Most of them fall into six basic happened, what was meant to be a 
happen tomorrow-even today. With types of scenarios. Each of these retaliatory strike would, in fact, be a 
all the political "hot spots" in the provides a chilling glimpse of how first strike that could touch off a full-
world today, daily newspaper the end might begin. scale nuclear war. 
headlines would not have to change 1. A Bolt from the Blue-One The chances of this happening are 
all that much to make the possibility superpower decides that sooner or greatly increased if either country 
of a nuclear war seem close. Even. later war with the other is inevitable adopts a " launch on warning" 
slight changes in any one of several and that it should therefore attack policy-that is, requires tha t its 
current world crisis situations could first, with a massive preemptive missiles be launched as soon as it is 
bring the superpowers into direct strike, even though there is no crisis notified by early warning systems 
conflict and create the risk of a situation at the time. Such a decision that an attack is underway. Current 
nuclear holocaust. would have to be motivated by the policy both here and (it is believed) , 

Since the Nuclear Age began, belief that a first strike would make in the Soviet Union requires that 
there have been many crises involv- it impossible for the other side to missiles not be launched until the ac-
ing the United States and the Soviet retaliate. tual effects of an attack are known. 
Union. Most have been settled 2. Escalation in a European Escalation After'~ Accidental or 
through careful diplomacy and Conflict-During the first 20 years of Unauthorized Use · o.f NucleJr 
without bloodshed. the Nuclear Age, defense strategists Weapons--Although both supe r-

Unfortunately, we have no considered this type of scenario the powers have elaborate safeguards 
guarantee that this will always be most probable: NA'.fO forces engag- against accidental or unauthorized 
the case. There is a real danger that. ed in a war with the Soviet Union use of nuclear weapons, it's still 
either country could, in the volatile and the Warsaw Pact countries find possible for such launches to occur. 
world of international politics, stum- themselves forced to use small "tac- No system of communications is 
ble badly, and be confronted with a tical" nuclear weapons to stop the totally foolproof, and in a· crisis 
desperate, no-win situation. enemy's advance. Most battlefield situation it is possible that orders 
· With its back against the wall, the troops in Europe are already equip- could be misunderstood. 
U.S. or the Soviet Union could be ped with tactical nuclear weapons, 6. Escalation After Terrorist Use 
tempted to use a nuclear weapon- and there are many ways such a con- of Nuclear Weapons-The continuing 
perhaps a small one at first-rather flict could escalate to all-out nuclear spread of nuclear technology to 
than accept a major loss of war. In fact, fear of such a conflict more and more countries, and an in
resources, troops or international in Western Europe has traditionally crease in the world supply · of 
power and prestige. been cited as a reason why the U.S. plutonium-an essential ingredient 
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has refused to pledge not to be the in nuclear weapons-makes it in
first to use nuclear weapons. creasingly likely that a terrorist 

Escalation in a Third World group could someday obtain a 
Conflict-These kinds of scenarios rudimentary nuclea'r device, 
are mentioned more frequently in re- possibly with the help pf a sym
cent years due in part to the growfng pathetic country. If such a bomb 
threat of nuclear proliferation. Six were used. it might not be clear that 
nations acknowledge a nuclear it was an isolated act of terrorism, 
capability-the U.S., the Soviet and could trigger some sort of 
Union, Great Britain, France, China nuclear retaliation in the ensuing 
and India. Many experts believe that chaos. . 
Israel and South Africa have or are While experts and government of
close to having nuclear weaons. ficials disagree about which kind of 
Many also predict that other coun- scenario is most likely, most believe 
tries, including Argentina, Iraq, at this time tliat a "bolt from the 
Libya and Pakistan, will have the blue" is highly unlikely, and that a 
bomb by the end of the decade. nuclear war would most probably 

Furthermore, a Third World con- result from the escalation of a con-
flict could easily lead to a confronts- ventional war. _ 
tion between the superpowers Because of the approximate 
because of the ideological competi- balance that exists between the U.S. 
tion between the U.S. and the Soviet and the Soviet Union's strategic 

- Union for the "hearts and minds" of forces, it's more likely that 1;mclear 
these nations-not to mention their weapons would be used in a crisis 
crucial oil and mineral reserves. in which a superpower felt desper
Third World countries in key ate rather than in a premeditated at
geographic locations are also much tack, which would invite certain 
prized by the superpowers as retaliation. 
strategic footholds in the event of in- And because the Soviet Union has 
ternational conflicts. more land-based nuclear weapons 

on bomb were burst over New York City on a weekday, 2 mllllon people 
be kitted outright and another 3.4 mllllon would be crltlcally Injured. Many 
ould die within a few days. Thia map glvea an Indication of some of the ad
that-would result: • marks ground zero, where the bomb would hit. In circle 
concrete bulldlnga would be destroyed. In circle two, masonry bulldlnga 
yed. In circle three, houaea would be destroyed. In circle four, there would 

a flrea. In circle f"9, survivors would suffer third-degree bums. 

In one type of Third World than the U.S. has (75 ·percent as com
scenario, the U.S. and the Soviet pared to less than 30 percent), some 
Union are drawn into a conventional military analysts believe the Soviets 
war in a Third World "hot spot" are very concerned about the 
which gradually escalates ·until vulnerability of their weapons 
nuclear weapons are used. In , VVhat If To Page 4 
another, a Third World country that 
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Bombs are bombs no matter.where you liv 
By David Somdahl 

Those who support ' a nuclear 
weapons. freeze need not search far 
for concrete reminders of the 
massive destructive powers that can 
be tapped from nuclear weapons. 

Over wide areas of the United 
States, intercontinental ballistic 
missiles, Navy submarine ports and 
long-range bombers stand ready to 
respond for a nuclear war. 

Many of those weapons are 
located in North Dakota. 

The exact number is a secret, but 
the United States posesses from 
20,000 to 50,000 nuclear devices in 
many different forms, some atop 
missiles and others designed to be 
shot from a cannon. 

Scattered along U.S. Highway 2 
between Grand Forks and Minot, 
some 300 Minuteman II and III 
missiles are. poised skyward, ready 
for an electrical impulse to fire them 
towards Kiev, Vladivostock or 

, Moscow. 
Nearly one-tlµrd of the nation's , 

ICBM force are hidden from view, 
buried in underground silos harden-
ed with steel and concrete. · 

At the surface a small chain-link 
fence and a few wooden lightpoles 
give the only indication of the deadly 
power buried below. 

With the advent of spy satellites 
not long before the silos were even 
completed, the secre--cy of those 
underground sites was compromis
ed. 

One way to correct such a disad
vantage is to try and hide the 
weapons from a potential adversary. 
The Air Force base at Grand Forks is 
presently engaged in such a project. 

One of the new, smaller weapons ' 
developed in recent years, the air
launched cruise missile, is being ad
ded to the inventory of weapons in 
Grand Forks. 

The small missiles are launched 
from a B-52 bomber, fly above the 
terrain and underneath conven
tional radar coverage, to reach their 
targets without risk to aircraft or 
crew. 

A changeover from gravity bombs 
to the cruise missile is taking place 
with wor · scheduled to continue un
til the summer of 1983. 

Another weapon that might be in
troduced to the state . is the MX 
missile. 

Pentagon officials are still con
sidering a plan to fit the heavier 
ICBM into reworked Minuteman and 
Titan silos and N.D. sites are being 
considered. 

Nuclear warheads are also found 
in the warheads of some air-to-air 
missiles, launched 'by interceptors to 
shoot down an enemy's aircraft. 

Both of the two fighter-interceptor 
squadrons in the state are capable 
of launching the nuclear-tipped 
missiles. 

One is the state's Air National 
Guard unit, the Happy Hooligans, 
based at Hector Field. 

The other unit is located at the 
Minot air · base. 

The presence of nuclear weapons 
in the state has compelled some 
citizens to circulate petitions for a 
nuclear weapons freeze. 

The question will appear on the 
general election ballot this 
November. 

Nuclear freeze referendums have 
appeared in other communities this 
fall and in September, voters in 
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Wisconsin voted 3-to-1 in favor of a 
freeze. 

The weapons also pose a special 
danger because of widespread 
radiation leaks that could accom
pany a malfunction. 

The Defense Nuclear Agency, a 
branch of the Defense Department, 
is responsible for developing · plans 
to isolate and neutralize nuclear 
weaons in the evenf of an accident. 

"Broken Arrow" is a miliary code 
phrase used to denote the occur
ranee of such an accident. 

The United States has had more· 
than 40 such incidents since the first 
mushroom cloud billowed up at 
Hiroshima, Japan,' near the end of 
World War IJ. 

One such "Broken Arrow" hap
pened at the Grand Forks air base 
two years ago when a malfunction-

ing fuel pump caught fire abroad a 
B-52 loaded with nuclear weapons. 

The fire spread beyond the point 
of ignition and base officials were 
concerned the weapons might be 
damaged. 

Two weeks after the Grand Forks 
fire, a workman dropped. a wrench 
into a Titan II missile silo near 
Damascus, Ark., that blew up that 
missile and killed one man. 

Others have been ~jured as a 
result of weapons malfu~ctions but 
Defense Department policy is to 
acknowledge basic information 
about an incident without revealing 
any details. 

It will neither acknowedge nor 
deny the presence of nuclear 
weapons at any location, even at 
areas known to be involved with 
nuclear activities. 

Other areas of the 
vulnerable because of 
numbers of nuclear we 
port activities associat 
devices. 

One example is 
where Rockwell Interns 
operates the Rocky 
complex. -

It's at this location tha 
tion's plutonium is p 
substance so deadly that 
tions of as low as o~ 
million can be fatal. 

The deterrence value 
weapons, weighed aga· 
of such a destructive 
ing examined by Amari 
political, economic 
backgrounds. 

That's one reason why 
pie are calling for "no 

~n~!aJ!b::t~~!p~:t::;:;;::::\;;~\~~~it~it~~itlfuffi~t==i;;~;t==:=iim:;=~rttffi~\~ciJ =;r-
not mobile the way weapons on sul>- casualities on Iranian forces, open to withdraw from Iran 
marines and bombers are.) In times civil war breaks out within Iran. week, it will face the "h 
of extreme international tension: Within days, the Islamic government sequences of provoking 
this sense of vulnerability could is toppled and a leftist coalition the United States. Savi 
tempt the Soviets to strike first, a takes control of the country. The issue a terse reply that the 
theory dubbed the "use it, or lose it" new government pulls back from were started by the U.S., 
mentality. fighting in Iraq to consolidate its again that the Soviets are 

The first nuclear attack .in an all_. position at home. It also accepts an ·the bidding of the 
out war would most likely be aimed off er of assistance from the Soviet themselves. 
at military rather than civilian µnion. * At the initiation ofW 
targets. But ' even an attack on *Soviet military and civilian "ad- peen leaders, · the su 

' military targets could leave 2 to 10 visors" arrive in Tehran. The U.S. engage in secret talks 
million people dead, and such an at- immediately issues a strong warning avoiding escalation of 
tack could easily lead to retaliation that Soviet presence in Iran is The talks fail to produce 
on civilian targets killing up to 100 "unacceptable" and puts its Rapid ment ~fore the U.S. 
million in one nation alone. ' Deployment Force on alert for possi-_ deadline expires. 

How, exactly, could the super- ble action in the Persian Gulf. *The U.S. conducts oom 
powers reach such a point? It's hard *The Soviet Union begins sending on Soviet supply lines, us· 
to imagine, in the abstract, how any troops south to Tehran. The U.S. tional weapons. Soviet 
rational world leader could willingly issues a stern warning that it will inflict heavy casualties, 
inflict destruction of this magnitude take "whatever steps neces_sary" to big losses, Soviet troops m 
on another country, or willingly risk prevent Jran from becoming solidate their hold on m · 
such destruction at home. "another Soviet satellite." Addi- and oil fields. The secret ! 

But then, most of the world's wars tional U.S. naval forces are ordered down entirely. Tension m 
have not, historically, been par- to the Persian Gulf. U.S., the Soviet Union and 
ticularly rational. How many people *Th_e. Soviets respond that they Europe· as the fighting int 
who read the newspaper accounts of are in Iran at the request of the Ira- *The president orders 
the recent war in the Falkland nian government and proceed with small, battlefield-scale ' 
Islands, for example, canie away plans to send troops to Tehran. Some nuclear weapons, which a 
with the sense that it could easily of these troops are discovered ed from U.S. ships in the 
have been bad fiction? heading towards the oil fields in Gulf, to stop Soviet suppq 

An infinite number of factors can southwest Iran, and other strategic the Iranian .oil fields. 
help make a small conflict rage out points throughout the country. serious and widespread. 
of control: inepl diploma~y. a tac- * Against a backdrop of heighten- retaliate with attacks on 
tical military blunder, a fragile ing tension between the two super- ships in the gulf, using nu 
government's fear of internal dis- powers, four Soviet MiG figpters en- ed cruise missiles and 
sent, concern over "losing face" ... counter six American F-15s. An bom,bers. Several U.S. 
· What follows is a scenario spell- .aerial "dogfight" breaks out: All destroyed and thous 
ing out one way that a nuclear con- four Soviet planes and one American -American troops are killed 
(rontation between the superpowers plane are shot down. Both sides bit- *U.S. officials make pub · 
might begin. While the scenario is 1n terly accuse the other of firing the about the possibility of 
no way intended as a prediction of first shot. The Soviets promise . aimed at targets within 
the future, many of the conditions in retaliation. Union itself. Press acco 
the situation outlined below have *The U.N. General ' Assembly speculation about a major 
been present several times since the passes a resolution calling on both of the war. Signs of panic 
end of World War II, and could easi- superpowers to cease hostilities. the U.S., Western Europe 
ly recur. In addition, Central In- Another resolution calls for Soviet Soviet Union, as the public 
telligence Agency reports have withdrawal from Iran. but a third the conflict is out of control 
predicted that the Soviet Union, resolution to impose strict economic *In the U.S. a news leak 
which has traditionally been @.n ex- sanctions against the Soviet Union is National Security Council 
porter of oil, will, within a few years narrowly defeated. · ed certain key government 
be forced to seek oil outside its *Two days later, Soviet Backfire and their families to 
borders. If this prediction is true, a bombj!rs sink one U.S. ship and Washington sparks a sp 
scenario such as the one that follows seriously damage two others, which exodus from many of the 
is not implausible. they claim were preparing to land· major cities. . 
Scenario: · some of the Rapid Deployment Force *Fearing a U.S. attack_ 

As sporadic warring between Iran on the Iranian coast. More than 150 nent, the Soviet Union be . 
and Iraq continues and economic American servicemen are killed, and ficial evacuation of its msJ 
conditions within Iran worsen, lef- the American public is outraged. areas. 
µst opposition to the fundamentalist _ The U.S. expels Soviet diplomats and· *The Soviet Union Iaunc 
Islamic regime is joined by other fac- orders its own diplomats in the strike against the U.S. l 
tions disenchanted by increased Soviet Union to come home. weapons systems and other 
political repression and increased *The president, in a televised ad- targets. Minutes after the 
economic hardship. After a surprise dress to the nation, announces an U.S. leaders respond ... 

Spectrum Su 



area one of N.D. targets if bombs fall 
By Rick Olson 

happen if, God forbid, 
was the victim of a 

k? The questions con
efense, survival plan
r related topics were 
t. 28 at Concordia Col-

lieve if the F-M area 
et of a direct hit, about 

the population would 

l discussion, "Civil 
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ation with the Con
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usiness administration 
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ent in Bismarck. 
of us who have been 
conferen~e. we have
t of- different perspec
ear arms and national 
mann said. "This after

ing a new tack, which 
been dealt with." 

according to Homann, 
unthinkable event of a 
ange . . 

there would be sur
uch an exchange," he 

or question to be 
as how the survivors 
ear attack would be 

ann asks what provi
have been made to ac
e survivors of such a 

ange. 
realize there · ar,e 30 
· from the launch of 
impact," lie said. "If 
g about an all-out 

pplement 

nuclear exchange between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, 
there will not be much time fox: civil 
defense of any kind." 

"There are many other scenarios 
that one could imagine, at least 
hypothetically, in which disaster 
emergency planning could be a very 
great benefit for people in this coun
try. 

"I think, for example, o( not only 
for a limited nuclear exchange, in 
which single weapons might be ex
chang~d or. perhaps a longer-term 
step up towards exchange," 
Homann said. 

Homann says if we had hours, 
days or even weeks of warning 
before such an exchange were to 
take place, it would still take time. 

"Several members of the panel 
have reminded me that there is a 
fair amount of nuclear material mov
ed through the highways of the two 
states and there are nuclear 
materials associated with the 
various missile command bases." 

Homann feels it is very necessary 
for our well-being to be abl~ to han
dle any emergencies that may arise 
from radioactive materials. 

"The fact that we're a border city, 
Fargo-Moorhead, means we have to 
take into account the planning com
ing not only from the national level, 
imt from two different states as 
well," Homann said 

The discussion then moved to Af
f eldt. His remarks centered on North 
Dakota's preparedness for a nuclear 
emergency and related areas of con
cern. 

"Our task this ·'afternoon is 
discussing civil defense and the 
planning for survival," Affeldt said. 

He said people hear many defini
tions about civil defense and what it 
is. 

"Some people say civil defense is 
purely nuclear-type occurrences." 

Homann's office has always look
ed at civil defense in two ways: 
nuclear preparedness at all levels 
of government, federal, state, county 
and local under emergency condi
tions. 

"We've also looked at the citizens, 
in general, under emergency condi
tions," Affeldt added. "They all 
have a particular responsibility as 
far as survival is concerned." 

Affeldt's agency is responsible for ming the population of the country 
preparation for all types of emergen- and making sure facilities are in 
cies under state law, "including a place-good places for people to pro
nuclear attack on this country. and tect themselves from the nuclear 
upon the state which I represent fallout 1.md overpressures. 
(North Dakota)." "All these buildings are being in-

Affeldt and his agency has to take spected day-by-day to ensure some 
into account all ' information about sort of survival," Affeldt added. 
an emergency and come up with a In the event of a nuclear attack, 
realistically workable plan. "We may lose 50 percent of our 

"North Dakota is considered as, population," he said. "But 50 per
what is called, a counterforce cent will surv.ive." That is with just a 
area," Affeldt said. "We did not minimal amount of information. 
designate these areas, the Depart- According to Affeldt, there is no 
ment of Defense did." way you can protect the population 

The two big areas that have been if they are at or near what is called 
declared counterforce areas, accor- "ground zero," the point of a direct . 
ding to Affeldt, are the areas sur- hit by a nuclear device. 
rounding Minot and Grand Forks Air "There's no planning that could 
Force Bases. Also, the area surr.oun- do that," Affeldt remarked. "We 
ding the immediate F-M metropolitan could build blast shelters forever 
area. and we still could not protect the 

"The reason Fargo-Moorhead was people from a direct hit." 
designated as a target area is Affeldt says there are plans in 
because of a certain amount of which the people in the "target 
population," he said. areas" could be mass-evacuated to 

Three areas of concern are looked other areas if it became evident a 
at with regard to nuclear nuclear exchange was going to take 
preparedness by Affeldt's agency. place. 
These are making sure operational He remarked the entire F-M area 
plans are in place and responding to could be evacuated in as little as 36 
a nuclear attack, meaning to hours. Experts believe that is not 
organize government to repsond to enough time since there can 
the needs of survivors. sometimes be as little as 30 minutes 

"There will be survivors," Affeldt warning before an attack. . 
said. "As far as survivors are con- - " If you perceive a threat, we have 
earned, they will never, in my plans to move you to other areas," 
estimation, have as difficult a time Affeldt said. These areas are known • 
as when they were pioneering this as host areas. 
country." Plans are in place, according to 

He said it is a · comparison. "The Affeldt, to move those persons who 
pionee rs didn't have all the want to move to other areas in North 
resources we have today, but they Dakota, which are away from the 
survived," Affeldt added. target areas or counterforce areas. 

Affeldt feels if we ·are to survive, "Now, we're not going to provide 
then government must be in place to you with a room at the Holiday Inn; 
deal with the emergency. He said but we're going to provide you with 
legislation is in place for the govern- some sort of survival," Affeldt said, 
ment to keep operating in any way "to protect you against the direct ef
possible during a nuclear emergen- fects of a nuclear weapon." 
cy. Lanning's, Lindgren's, Grondahl's 

He feels it is necessary to have and Lund's remarks surrounded the 
facilities available ,and it must be general questions of nuclear 
assured that trained personnel are preparedness . Lindgren fe els 
in place to deal with the emergency. somewhat uneasy about the plans 

"Each of the 53 counties in North being discussed and those that are in 
Dakota has an in-place plan." That place. 
means a plan to deal with an unan- Lund said the plans on the Min-
nounced nuclear attack. nesota side are quite similar to that 

The plan inoludes properly infor- of North Dakota's. 
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Official says United States is not 
inferior in arms race.at local talk 

By Andre Stephenson 
Contrary to claims from the Pen

tagon and the Reagan administra
tion, the United States is not militari
ly inferior to the Soviet Union in the 
ability to wage nuclear war, an 
economic and political analyst said 
Tuesday. 

The nuclear superiority of the 
Soviet Union was one of several 
niyths deb~ed by Dr. Gordon 
Adams, senior research associate 
for the Council on Economic 
Priorities in New York. His speech at 
Concordia College capped off three 
days of presentations, panel discus
sions and·films at the Conference on 
National Security and Nuclear 
Arms. · 

"I do not consider the U.S .. position 
an inferior position. At worst, ifs 
parity," Adams said.-He advocates a 
freeze on further nuclear weapon 
deployment, fallowed by -steps to 
reduce the strategic arsenals of the 
United States end the Soviet Union. 

In attempting to determine which 
country has superiority, four 
characteristics of each ·country's 
respective nuclear arsenals are 
commonly evaluated, he said. they 
include the number of missiles each 
side has , how powerful the 
warheads are-what Adams called 
"throw weight"-the accuracy of the 
missiles and the number · of 

.. warheads. 
The Soviet Union leads in the 

number of mis;iles , and "throw 
weight," he said. While the United 
States has better accuracy in its 
missiles. and multiple-warhead 
targeting systems. 

dollars, Adams said. 
On the other hand, the United 

States has not allowed its strategic 
force to languish; he said. 

· 'Every part of -the defense triad 
has been upgraded in the pa.st 
decade." · 

This upgrading of the strategic 
force is accelerating, Adams said, as 
weapon outlays comprise the 
fas test-growing portion of the 
defense budget. 

In addition, the defense budget as 
a whole is the fas test-growing com
ponent of the federal budget, con
suming 55 cents of each tax dollar, 
he said. 

For fiscal 1983, which started Oct. 
1, the defense budget totals $260 
billion, while the administration is 
requesting $1.6 trillion over the-next 
five years, according to Adams. 

This amounts to $3,200 for each 
American household this year, and 
$20,000 per household over the fi~e
year period, he said. 

While the administration thinks 
such spending can restore 
America's military might as it also 
pulls the economy out of its three
year slump, in reality, the military 
buildup will only "shoot their 
economic recovery plan in the foot," 
Adams said. 

Renewed inflation is likely as 
defense contractors bid up the cost 
of machinery, materials and labor in 
their effort to build the new weapons . 
ordered. 

This_ will result in cost overruns 
which the taxpayers will be forced 
to pay and higher costs to the 
manufacturers of consumer goods, 

which taxpayers will also bear as in
flation heats up, Adams said: 

Unemployment rates are also not 
significantly aff acted by increased 
military . spending as ' aerospace 
workers already enjoy a high level of 
employment. -

Contracts to build sophisticated 
electronic-laden missiles and 
airplanes iii the Sunbelt do little to 
help the masses of unemployed, who· 
are primarily young, unskilled and a 
member of mmority group, living in 
the inner city, Adams pointed out. 

The lliPitary is also experimenting 
with · designing . and manufacturing_ 

-planes using computers and robots, 
which also does little to increase 
employment, he said. 

In addition, massive defense spen
ding hinders the ability of the 
private sector to raise capital to im
prove producti_vity and create jobs, 
because high federal deficits are 
keeping interest rates high, the 
researcher and author Adams said. 

Adams believes if the current 
pace of nuclear weapons develop
ment is allowed to continue, "The 
next stage of the arms race wiU be 
far more dangerous than anything 
we've seen." 

That's because the additional 
weapons, instead of buying more 
security, actually have a destabiliz
ing effect on the delicate balance-
which keeps the United States and 
Soviet Union from throwing their 
missiles at each other, he said. 

The increasing accuracy, speed 
and sophistication of the newest 
weapons increase the likelihoQd. of 
destruction and, consequently, the. 

ThJs sign· warns people ent 
building for storing radloactiw 

anxiety levels of miu 
political leaders in both c 

As an example, the pl 
ment of Pershing missiles in 
Europe reduces the time to 
U.S. missile to Russia 
minutes to six minutes, A 

This reduces the time 
.have to evaluate radar · 
and check with Washington 
a nuclear attack has in 
launched. 

The result, Adams sai~ 
"war by computer," w 
puters will automatically 
counterattack· in respo 
perceived threat, rega ' 
whether that threat is real 

The United States leads in the 
number of warheads, with about 
12,000, compared to the Soviets' 
8,000. 

Evaluating these four categories 
as .a whole, ~de,ms gives a slight 
edge to the United States, because 

Eormer SALT cnief negotiator offers 
op_inions on R8ag~n administration 

though the Soviets have heavier Paul C. Warnke.is a partner in the 
warheads, the superior accuracy of ·washington law firm of Clifford and 
Amei:ican missiles makes the lighter Warnke: He previously was chief 
U.S. warheads just as effective. Strategic Arms L.imitation Talks 

"The margin of superiority clearly (SALT) negotiator, director of the 
does not rest with the Soviet Union," U.S. Arms Control and .Disarmament 
he said. '. Agency (1977-78), and assistant 

Adams also disputed the claim secreto'ry of defense for interna
that America's . forces are too tional security affairs (1967:69.) 
vulnerable to a first strike as they sit "I'm not really sure I would agree 
out in North Dakota's ·wheat fields. with Les· Gelb that the administra
This claim often brings calls to put tion's statements that the Soviets 
the new MX missile on rails, trucks have a··definite margin of superiority 
or airplanes rather than in · or that they're greatly concerned 
underground concrete silos. about verification are really 

But the· Soviet defenses are actual-· statements of principle. Instead, I 
ly more vulnerable, Ada'ms contend- .think what they bespeak is ail at
ed, because U.S. forces are divided titude of hostility towards arms con
into a triad of long-range bombers, trol. And what they'i:e doing is sear
land-based intercontinental missiles ching for excuses to pursue a policy 
and submarine-based missiles. of all-out confrontation, which is the 

Only one-third of our strategic policy which ideologically they 
weapons are land-based missiles, prefer. 
while 75 percent of tlie Soviet I can't really believe that anyone 
nuclear arsenal is composed of who · ha.s studied the subject can 
ICBMs, he ssid. believe that the Soviets have a 

It is also not true, Adams said, definite m~rgin of superiority when 
that the Soviets have been pouring it comes to strategic nuclear 
billions of more dollars into defense weapons. I know of no military 
while the United States has let its leader who is · still in possession of 
military spending stagnate. his marbles who would switch the · 

Claims that the Soviet Union has U.S. forces for those of the Soviets. 
outspent the United States by $300 And, in fact, responsible American 
million to $400 million a year spokesmen, such as the former 
throughout the 1970s are not valid chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
because CIA estimates of- Soviet D!lvid Jones, are on record as saying 
defense spending cannot ·be· ac- . that they prefer our forces. 
curately converted from rubles to · So then, ! think that really what 
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this shows is a dissatisfaction with political issue about w 
any strategic nuclear balance in American public feels very 
which we do not have· that definite Whatever else you can say 
margin of superiority. They're after · who lead the present a · · 
that definite advantage; they're they ·have proven themsel 
after that ultimate weapon that successful. Politicians don'! 
_enables us to dictate the terms of the successful, as a matter of 
Soviet Union's surrender. In other don't remain politicians, H 
words, we have to have a nuclear- ·nore the voice of their cons 
war-winning ·capability. and I think we have to 
. Now obviously that's incompatible. heard. . 
with arms . control, and therefore They're serious about ii 
arms control is, as far as they're they recognize that their 
concerned, a readily available survival is atst~e. I don't 
sacrificial lamb, and they're happy limited nuclear war is pos 
to se.e it bleed and die. if it were possible, we could 

And I think the idea now that we it and they couldn!t. There · 
should bee.le away from the ·such ·thing as a limited nu 
limit on testing negotiated under two ,that would be 80 limited as 
Republican presidents, in the name the Soviet system in place. 
of verification, reflects what I think I'd like to think that if W 
is the inherent unyielding hostility disappeared, the rest of the 
toward nuclear arms control that might be at least margins~ 
comei,. Jrom idealogues within the ful. And I do know that w 

administr,ation who want nothing have a country. And if 
else than an all-out confrontation disappeared, . I think 
with the Soviet Union, even though Kremlin, the leadership, is 
that risks the nuclear exchange. I sure that they'd still have a 
think that this is an extraordinarily And certainly, the centrif~ 
dangerous situation. I can't be very that threaten the Soviet UPI 
hopeful that anything good is going present time would be suf 
to happen during the next two-and-a- my opinion, 'to sha.tter it. SO 
half years. · look at it just from the stan 

What I think can be done is to see selfish, national interest. 
to it that nothing irredeemably bad - terested in nuclear arJ]IS 
does happen, that we somehow because they should be. 
preserve that which now exists by would be irrational for the0 
making it very clear that this is a be. 
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is no "window of 
. " There's no window of 

because there's no 
when it comes to our 

and our submarine 

forces (which could not be easily 
destroyed). And it's quite dubious, I 
think, that even the fixed land-based 
missiles are as much at risk as pe~ 
ple suggest. It would be suicide for 
the Russians to attempt to use a 
preemptive strike. 

I don't think that the Russians are 
ahead of us. We have more of some 
things; they have more of others. I 
think it's interesting that if you ask 
senior military people in office if 
they would trade our own armed 
forces for the Russians', they wo~d 
decline to do so. 

The important thing to remember 
is that we now both have thousands 
of nuclear weapons, 80 there's 
nothing realistic even about the idea 
of being ahead or behind, for exam
ple, when he's got 6,000 and you've 
got 9,000 and it takes only 400 
megatons to destroy a country. In 
point of fact, it makes more dif
ference what the targeting policy is; 
it makes more difference what the 
fusing policy is, whether they choose 
to blow up at ground level and 
create fallout It even makes more 
difference which way the wind is 
blowing, carrying fallout on a given 
day, than an extra thousand missiles 
on either side. 

Then why do we continue to hear 
that the United Statea la behind? 

You're in the public affairs 
business. You tell me why people 
can't see simple truths. The idea of 
strategic nuclear superiority and in
feriority at these force levels simply 
has no meaning. 

What is the mutual a1&ured 
destruction (MAD) theory? Don it . 
have any' relevance? 

It sure does. Mutual assured 
destruction is the idea that neither 
side will dare start a nuclear war 
because it knows that if it does, it 
will get it in return. That requires 
that a sufficient amount of the 
nuclear .forces · on on either side be 
relatively or totally invulnerable to a 
first strike from the other side. 
We're both in that position now, and 
as far as I can see we will be in
definitely. The . attempt to attain 
nuclear superiority .is an illusion. 
There is no such thing. 

Is a first strike capability impor
tant? · 

A first strike capability is an illu
sion. It's generally used to refer to 
the idea that /an adversary will 
strike the nuclear forces of the other 
country and keep it from attacking 
back. The fact is that it's impossible. 
First, it's impossible because the 
submarine forces of either side can't 
be effectively attacked. Second, it's 
impossible because not all of the 
bomber forces of either side can be 
effectively attacked. But this illusion 
is extrememly dangerous. 

Many people are worried about 
negotiatin1 with the RuHiana 
because they feel we Just can't tniat 
the Rusataoa. That seems to be a ma· 
Jor concern of many Americana. 

Let's see why. Because the Rus
sians might chpat? All right, what if 
they cheated? Suppose they cheated 
by a thousand weapons. It wouldn't 
make any difference, but we would 
be very likely to know it. If they 
cheated to 10,000 weapons, we 
would be certain to know it. 

Isn't it lm.portant to have nuclear 
weapons u · a deterrent a1amat 
other war? 

I can't prove it. but in my opinion. 

it's certainly not true that nuclear the ladder of escalation before you 
arms have prevented war. As a mat- have the total holocaust. 
ter of fact, we've had major wars all What do you think about civil 
over the place and are continuing to defeoae plam? 
have them right now. There has not I think that civil defense for the 
been war in Central Europe, in my purpose of disaster· relief in the case 
judgment, because the U.S.S.R. has of earthquake, flood. fires and so 
correctly estimated that the paten- forth is a very valuable thing, but I 
tial gains are not worth the risk. · think that the proposed civil defense 

But you could still arpe that program which is directed 'toward 
nuclear weapons have served as a allegedly reducing the impact of 
deterrent in Europe, for example. nuclear war is totally impractical 

I understand the argument. I'm and will not work. It is bad ·because ~ 
telling you that I don't think it has it tends to create the ill1J,sion that 
any validity because nuclear somehow or other nuclear war isn't 
·weapons can't be used by us in any so bad. That illusion is a very 
sensible way, and they can't be used dangerous thing. 
by the Russians in any sensible way. Do you think It's possible we could 

But since they can't be used in a survive a nuclear war? 
aenalble way, doesn't that mean It depends on what you mean,, by 
they've served u a deterrent? "survive." I think that depending on 

They don't serve as a deterrent to a lot of things, that some Americans 
conventional war and they haven't. might still be living after a nuclear 
We remember Korea and Vietnam. exchange if they live in some place 
there's a conventional war going on well away from targets and they 
in Lebanon, Iran. Iraq. There's fl don't get caught in the heaviest of the 
conventional war still going on in fallout. But I don't think that either 
Afghanistan. We just finished one in the United States or Russia would 
the Falklands. What good did their survive as a civilization, and I don't 
nuclear weapons do the British think that those who were left would 
there? They did not prevent the be very happy with living anymore. 

. U.S.S.R. from taking over Why do we keep heario.a that the 
Czechoslovakia by armed force, · Soviet Union baa an vlaborate civil 
from abolishing the Baltic states, defeue plan? -
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, doing all Because it suits the purposes of 
of those things. peple who want to push a civil 

How do you think a nuclear war defense plan in this country, and it 
might start? Would it most likely be also suits the purposes of people 
an accident? who either enjoy the illusion or wish 

I don't think an accident is as like- to push the idea that the Soviets 
ly as a misguided attempt to use somehow or other have got a 
nuclear weapons in some limited strategic advantage. 
way, with. the exchanges escalating If you go to competent, intelligent 
to a total nuclear exchange. I think Soviet sources, you find out that 
that's the most dangerous possibili- while they spend a lot of money on 
ty. Another quite dangerous civil defense, it's pretty much a 
possibility is the temptation to use sham, just like it is here. They, too, 
nuclear · weapons by some third have been the victims of wishful 
countiy, perhaps in the Middle East. thinking. It's a turkey, and there's no 
There are some pretty unstable reason why we should copv it. 
figures out there. And we could be You don't think, then. that they 
drawn into it. pow something that we don't know 

For example, if there's a nuclear about civil defeue or that they've 
explosion in Leningrad, you could got some sort of secret weapon? 
understand how the Russians might No, I don't think that. 
think we did it, but we might have Do you agree with those who say 
had nothing to do with it. that building more nuclear weapons 

I don't think the deliberate reduces our security and increases 
massive attack by Russia against the the rlak of nuclear war? 
United States is something to worry Yes, I do. It increases our risk 
about very much because I think it because the more weapons there 
would be insane on their part. But are, the more terrible the conse
these other things are things to quences of a nuclear war and 'also 
worry , about. And unfortunately, the more likely that a military com
neither we nor the Russians have mander might imagine that he could 
much credibility in inducing other use them for some purpose or other. 
countries to forego nuclear weapons It also increases the chances of ac.,. 
because we're not foregoing them cidental or unauthorized use or the 
ourselves. In fact, we're not even d~ ·possibility that a weapon or two 
ing anything very serious about would fall into the hands or ter-
reducing them. rorists. 

We keep hearin1 talk about "a Do ,you think the MX missile is a 
limited nuclear war." la such a thing · good idea? 
possible today? We had one in No, I don't think the MX missile is 
Nagasaki and Hiroehhna, of coune. a good idea. I think it is a destabiliz-

That was because there was only ing weapons system because nobody 
one. nuclear power. Now there are has figured out a way yet to make it 
two major nuclear powers, and a invulnerable to attack, and 
number of others. And the two major . therefore it's in that position where 
nuclear powers have roughly officials would be tempted to use 
~uivalent forces. It's a totally dif- them or lose them. And it puts the 
ferent situation. Russians in the same bind-- · 

The reason I don't think there increasing the risk to us. 
could be a limited nuclear war is What about SALT D? Should we 
because any nuclear initiative will ratify SALT D? 
have a reply. And the reply will be I think that that would be a 
bigger than the initiative. That's the healthy first step. 
way doctrine is on both sides, and Do you think the Soviets are just 
that's the way people are. And so it's -
only a question of ~ow many steps up 
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Correspondent believes Soviet$ losing arms race 
Leslie H. Gelb is national security 

correspondent for The New Y,ork 
Times. He previously was director of 
the Bureau of Politico-Military Af
fairs for the State Department 
{1977-81}, director of policy planning 
at the Defense Department, and ac
ting deputy assisiant secretary of 
defense for policy planning and arms 
control (1967-69]. 

For senior administration -of
ficials, arms control policy isn't just 
a matter of politics; it is principally a 
matter of beliefs. They believe the 
United States has slipped into a posi-

. tion of general military-particularly 
strategic nuclear-inferiority with 
respect to the Soviet Union. And they 
don't believe that the United States 
has any chance of driving a fair 
bargain with the Soviet Union in 
negotiations unti.l that military 
balance is righted. 
- So, their primary inte est has 

been to increase American military 

capabilities and through various 
economic measures, try to put the 
squeeze on Soviet military 
capabilities. And their dee·p convic
tion is that until the balance · is 
equalized in their eyes, they don't 
believe we · can successfully 
negotiate · an arms control agree
ment. 

Their arms control proposals call 
for much greater reductions in 
Soviet forces than in American 
forces because they believe the 
Soviets are ~o far ahead that it's the 
Soviets who are going to have to do 
mos.t of the reducing . 

How far is the administration.like
ly to go in response to political 
pressures? These are people who 
are not likely to be easily swayed in 
the substance of what they're trying 
to do. They can be affected in deci
sions of whether or not to negotiate. 
They can be influenced on matters of 
timing. They can be pushed to ex-

plain themselves, to keep a process · 
going, not merely to reject negotia
tions. All that's ·possible, but as for 
the rest, I think if there's to be any 
real change, it's not gojng ·to occur 
within the administration but more 
likely within congress, Republicans 
and Democrats there coming ·to 
believe that unless something is done 
in the whole range of arms control 
negotiations over the next couple of 
years that once again we will have 
risen to a higher and much more 
dangerous plateau in military com
petitition with the Soviet Union. 

A ' major issue in this debate is, 
what is the balance, because unless 
we can get some greater public ap
preciation of who stands where, 
who's ahead, what "ahead" means, 
you really can't do anything else. 
Over the last six to eight years, this 
debate has literally been dominated 
by people who are convinced or have 

reasons for seeking to co . 
American people that the 
States·is inferior-to the s , 
in terms of nuclear capab·. 

I think this is profoundly 
only one respect are So , 
better than ours. Paul w 
that's in land-based llli 
ICBMs. And even there it • 
the sense that they carry 
warheads. Ours remain 
curate than theirs. Our 

· missile firing submarines a 
better than theirs. Our c · 
program, by various estima 
to eight years ahead of 
Union. Our bombers, even 
ing, are in fact younger 
Soviet long-range bombers. 
more capable: 

When you look at these 
there's no question that~ 
States is not in a position of· 
ty. 
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as scared of us as we are of them? 
In the nuclear field, I think yes. I 

!hink they're very much concerned 
about what they regard ·~s saber
rattling and illogical behavior, and 
they're worried to death about 
nuclear war. 

How do you rettpond to those, who 
say the recent concern about the 
nucleu arms threat ls just an over
reaction that has been whipped up 
by the media? 

I find it very hard to comment on 
that dispassionately. I think that is 
so wrongheaded that it's very dif
ficult to be temperate about it. Peo
ple who talk like that have never 
seen a nuclear w~apon explode. 
They've never taken the trouble to 
look at what happened at Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, and they'-ye never 
taken the trouble to analyze what 
would happen with nuclear weapons 
exploding over our cities or theirs. ·1 
just think it's a totally irresponsible, 
damnable position to take. 

But haven't we .had the same 
threat of a nuclear war for years? 

As a matter of fact that's not true. 
We have not had this , threat for 
years. In recent years the total 
number of nuclear weapons and the 
disposition among the powers has 
more than doubled. Even more im
portant, the .level of rhetoric since 
about 10 years ago and ~e irrespon
sible cracks about potential way~ in
which you might fight war with 
nuclear weapons have increased. I 

_ think we're in worse shape than we 
have,been. 

Do you think that's why people 
seem to be worked up over this issue 
now? 

I think it's a very rea~onable thing 
·to be worked up over. After all, it is a 

. situation where you're going to get 
slaughtered without any warning 
and without your consent, you and 
your family and everybody you 
know, and your civilization and 
everything else. It seems that it 
ought to be something to get your at
tention. 

Do you support a nuclear freeze? 
Yes, I . do. I understand the 

arguments made about the im
balance resulting from a freeze; I 
understand the arguments about 
verification; I undertand the 
arguments about the time it would 
take to negotiate and so forth. I think 
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those are. all manageable, and that 
they all pale into insignificance 
when compared to the importance of 
stopping the continuous buildup 
while we negotiate for: deep arms 
reductions. 

I don't think the freeze is a 
substitute for deep arms reductions, 
but I can't see how it does anything 
but help with the negotiating process 
toward them. I particularly reject 
the idea that we should or can build 
up our nuclear forces in order to 
gain an advantage over the Soviets 
before we can_ negotiate. I think 
that's nonsense. They can build up 
just as fast, and in my judgment, they 
will. 

But you said before that you think 
we're about equal now. 

That's my opinion, yes. ,. 
Can citizens make a dlff erence on 

this i88ue? 
If by citizens you mean voters, yes. 

And I think it's extraordinarily im
portant that those citizens who feel 
strongly on this issue should become 
voters. At the same time I hope very 
much that this very sound revulsion 
against nuclear weapons doesn't 
spill over into a general antimilitary 
attitude. 

We need to keep and improve a 
· military capability to defend Europe 
by conventional means, so nobody 
will be tempted to use nuclear 
weapons. We need to keep the 
oceans open, because the Western 
alliance is an oceanic alliance. We 
need to be able to protect remote 
places in the world, such·as the Mid
dle East, for peacekeeping and 
because our vital interests are at 
stake there. These are things which 
we very much need. And they -come 
together under the rubric of conven
tional weapons, and those are things 
that we need fo9 our security and 
our freedom ..and much of the 
world's. ·. 

So do you think citizens should be 
votln1 for those people who want to 
do somethln1 about the nuclear 
arms buildup? 

Yes, I .think it is the most effective 
thing and, of course, sensitive· 
political antennae will be out long 
before the voting even takes place. 
So the fact that there are citizens 

. concerned about this and that they 
intend to vote will be registered by 
politicians, and it will result in 

changes in policy. dangerous to the securicy 
Now let me make it cl,ar that I'm United States and so da 

not talking about unilateral U.S. ac- the security of Russia that ! 
tions. I'm talking about developing common · sense should com 
the political . will here and in the get together and do some · 
U.S.S.R. to reduce the probability of it. And in this area we and 
nuclear war. ' sians have two very strong, 

But how can we influence what interests. Orie is that we d 
the U.S.S.R. does? to be blown up and the o 

They follow us very closely, and I we don't want nuclear we 
think they pay a great deal of atten- over the world in the hands 
tion to what they perceive our inten- dafi and Khomeini and p 
tions and our capabilities are. that. 

In my judgment, what it really · Do you think that th 
takes i~ the p0Utical.will 9n ,the part ,v1~-n~ ih4tt,the ,Sowle~· 
of the United States and the political , wlllln1 to put 1down nme 
will on the part of the U.S.S.R. to tell arms? 
their negotiators, "You find the Yes, I think there's a 
means to take this terrible p~ril evidence-their pronounce 
away." With that political will, I pro- the highest levels in the 
mise you there is no security Union, from Brezhnev on d 
obstacle, no physical ·obstacle, no have formally, of course, 
technical obstacle, no economic nuclear arms reductions 
obstacle to making massive reduc- negotiations of further nucl 
tfons in nuclear weapons. All that it reductions. So I don't thinl 
takes is the political will between any reason to l:loubt that thei' 

. the two of us. ing, if we can negotiate s 
Is t~t likely to happen? that's clearly in the interest 
I think so'. I think that the present of us. And I think that's e 

nuclear arms situation matter of political will. 
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est~scores-may be linked to nuclear testing 
ardized test scores 
nd seniors rose again 
year decline, but 
still uncertain what 
o-decade decline or 

r 's scores suddenly 

dance of theories has 
plain the fluctuation. 
rom the schools' re
ad-to-basics classes 

of above-ground 

cores leveled out one 

year ago, experts were hopeful then last year's holding steady, is a "There are several signs we think 
that it signaled an upturn in the long welcome sign for educators, parents are encouraging," notes Fred 
running decline, but few were ready and students that serious efforts by Moreno, spokesman for College 
to predict scores would increase this the nation's schools and their Board. · 
year. students to improve the quality of "Teachers have been reporting 

Yet performances on a variety of education are taking effect, " says for some time that students are more 
standardized tests-the Scholastic George Hanford, president of Col-·, interested in academic subjects and 
Aptitude Test, the Test of Standard lege Board. in good grades. And we .Imo~ that 
Written English and the 15-subject Hanford remains noncommittal, the class of '82 had more math and 
College Board Achievement Tests- however, on whether the rise is an physical science courses than ever 
indicate test scores may finally be on · ongoing trend or only a temporary before. Since most of the tests deal 
the path to recovery, College Board interruption in the test score decline with these subjects, we think 
reports. which began in 1963. students were better prepared to 

"This year's rise combined with answer the questions in these 

Stl·onna1·r:e tests government ar;~~~~lshave also"tightenedup in I '1 • terms of basic academics," says Dr. • d I b b Larry Loesch, president of the ials I eas On nuc ear om S ~:~°:!~!~ninfrui~:~se~rement and 
the threat of nuclear States' self-interest. Others believe that the treaty does "I think there's a growing em-

erican people must Proponents believe that linkage not adequately constrain the Soviet phasis on traditional academics
eir ability-and their provides important political land-based missile force and should math, science, and English- from the 
to help sfrope policies leverage and that U.S. participation not be considered further. back-to-basics movement," Loesch 
ent such war. in arms control negotiations should Will you support legislation that says. 
at voters have a clear be tied to Soviet behavior in interns- binds the U.S. to abide by the SALT " In the 60s and 70s, we had a 

candidates stand on tional affairs. II treaty so long as the Soviet Union more liberal attitude towards educa-
issue. While Common Do you believe that the United does the same? tion. But as times have gotten 
ot have a position on States' willingness to negotiate and 7. On August 5, 1982, the House of tougher we've moved back to tradi-
·ssues covered in this ratify future nuclear arms Representatives considered and re- tional courses." 
, we believe it is im- agreements should be , linked to jected, by a vote of 202 to 204, a Indeed, a recent study from the 
candidates make their Soviet behavior outside the arms nuclear freeze resolution that called University of Iowa noted that in 
ese issues public. control arena? upon the administration to enter into larger high schools where more 

mmon Cause activists 4. The administration hu re- negotiations with the Soviet Union traditional courses were offered, 
igned to request your quested roughly $1.6 trillion over the for an immediate, bilateral and students also scored higher on stan

representatives to com- next five years to modernize and verifiable freeze on the testing, dardized tests such as the SAT. 
on Cause question- build up U.S. nuclear and conven- deployment and production of Not everyone is convinced better 

ar arms policy. tional military forces. This nuclear weapons. Opponents, back- education is responsible for the ris-
elp by raising these represents an average annual real ed by the Reagan administration, ing test scores. 
s during the 1982 cam- growth rate (after inflat:i.on) of seven argued that seeking a freeze at cur- "The decline in SAT scores which 
ever you have an percent. rent force levels would lock in what began in 1963 can be directly cor
t candidate forums or · Proponents of this buildup assert they_saw as existing Soviet nuclear related with the beginning of above

es, radio caU-iri shows that, in light of Soviet defense span- advantages. They claimed that that ground nuclear testing," theorizes 
tes- and by writing let- ding trends, anything less than the would undermine the president's Ernest Sternglass, professor of 
th candidates · and administration's proposal would be negotiating position in the Strategic radiology at the University of Pitts-

arms control is not an 
the "experts" should 
· cal policy decisions by 

recent months, the 
for a meaningful 

. nuclear arms policy 
'despread and intense. 
re now turning to the 
aka their opinions f alt. 

ber of Congress, what 
ou take to help reduce 
nuclear war? 
re various yardsticks 
ed to compare the size 
d States and Soviet 
orces: launchers, 
throw-weight, and 

. The strength of-those 
affected by the speed, 

accuracy of different 

dangerously inadequate. Arms Reduction Talks (ST ART). Pro- burgh. 
Many who support strengthening ponents of the freeze resolution Several years ago Sternglass 

our defense capability nonetheless argued that the U.S. and the Soviet predicted this year's rise in test 
question the pace and magnitude of Union are now in rough nuclear pari- scores based on the ending of above
spending increases called for by the ty, and that a freeze should be in- ground testing in 1963. 
administration. They cite harmful stituted without delay. In their view, And, he predicts, " there will be an 
side effects such as inflation, moun- a f allure to halt the nuclear arms upturn in scores for at least the next 
ting budget deficits, and diversion of race now would make future arms generation, except in areas very 
resources from social programs, and reductions exceedingly difficult if c lose to dir ty, leaky nuclear 
suggest instead that lower-cost not impossible to achieve. reactors." 
alternatives be adopted. If a similar nuclear freeze resolu- Sternglass claims mothers who 

Do you support the administra- tion were introduced in the next Con- were pregnant between the years of 
tion's proposed buildup? If not, how grass, would you support it? • above-ground nuclear testing-
would you alter it? 8. The Reagan adminisfration has roughly 1945 through 1963-gave 

5. By virtue of their accuracy and decided not to renew negotiations birth to children who were mildly 
explosive power, the proposed land- with Great Britain and the Soviet contaminated by radioactive iodine. 
based MX and submarine-based Tri- Union for a comprehensive ban on Those children mark the begin
dent II missiles might be capable of nuclear weapons testing. Conclusion ning and apparent end of the 19-year 
destroying Soviet land-based of a comprehensive test ban treaty slump in SAT scores . 
missiles in their silos. (CTB), talks for which were last held "The kids who take the SAT ar·e 

Many opponents of these U.S. · in 1980, has been a goal of every ad- typically 17-to 19-year-olds," Stern-
ems. weapons believe that our posing ministration since 1960. glass explains. 
lieve that the Unitea- such a threat would increase the Do you believe that the U.S. should "Children born in 1945 would 
e Soviet Union have likelihood that the Soviets would promptly resu.oie negotiations for a have taken the SAT in 1963, the 
equivalent nuclear . launch their missiles in a crisis comprehensive test ban treaty? beginning of the SAT score decline. 
abilities, or does one rather than risk losing'them. 9. There is growing concern about And children born in 1963 when the 
significant advantage Supporters note that the Soviets the pr~liferation of nuclear weapons last above-ground explosion too.k 

r? may soon be able to successfully at- in other countries through the ex- place in the United States would 
enate committee hear- tack our land-based missiles, and port of technologies that provide have taken the test in 1980 or '81. 

T II treaty, witnesses argue that we must modernize our direct access to weapons-grade This year's rise in test scores took 
debated whether U.S. missile force with survivable and materials, such as reprocessed place because it is the beginning of 

n in arms control similarly capable weapons. plutonium. the first group of kids not exposed to 
th the U.S.S.R. should Do you favor deployment of the Do you favor tlie administration's the radioactive iodine." 

·et behavior in other MX and Trident II missiles? plans to ease the existing controls on Sternglass says the iodine causes 
non-military arenas. 6. President Reagan has stated plutonium reprocessing? a mild form of retardation called 
t Soviet interventions publicly that the United States will 10. Some people fear a nuclear ex- hypothyroidism, which isn't actually 
tan and Poland have refrain from any actions that would change between the superpowers identified until the children are 
uestion of linkage in a undercut the unratified SALT II will be precipitated by the use of tested in high school on examina
. Opponents of linkage treaty so long as the Soviets do nuclear arms by terrorists or a third tions such as the SAT. 
t arms control negotia- likewise. Some experts have sug- nuclear power. " I really can't comment on a 
ot-and should not-be gested that SALT II, which places Do you believe that creation of a theory like that," says College 
reward or punishment limits on missile launchers and U.S.-U.S.S.R. nuclear crisis manage- Board's Moreno. "For now,, I think 
havior, and that the heavy bombers, is an important step ment center would be a worthwhile it's fair to say we really don't .lmow 

t of strategic arms con- in the arms control process that initiative? for sure what single event or events 
much in the United should be preserved cc are responsible for the increase.' ' 
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Japanese bomb survivors tell 
tales of blast effects on Hiroshima - Predicted 

bomb blast 
andbum 

The following descriptions of the 
Hiroshima bombing are from 
testimony given during a congres
sional hearin·g in MaYch on a nuclear 
freeze proposed by Sens. Edward 
Kennedy (D-Mass.} and Mark Hat
field (R-Ore.). 

It's not so far-fetched. It happened 
once, and 'it could happen again. Ex
cept instead of a limited nuclear at
tack, chances are likely it would be 
an all-out nuclear war. Today the 
Soviet Union and the United States 
have the equivalent of one million 
Hiroshima bombs or four tons of 
TNT · for e~ery man, woman and 
child on the planet. 

At 8:15 one August morning 37 
years ago, the Doomsday Clock 
struck midnight. To end World War 
II, the .United States drppped the 
first atomic bomb on Hiroshima, 
Japan. The bomb killed more than 
75,000 and injured nearly 100,000 of 
the 245,000 residents. The city was 
destroyed. 

There was a great flash of light, as 
if millions of fltishbulbs were ignited 
at the same time. It was so bright 
that we couldn't see anything. And, 
instinctively, I started to run toward 
the air raid shelter. 

Seconds after the bright light, 
there was a tremendous flash and 
explosion, and after that I didn't 
know what happened ... 

All through that day, morning to 
evening, people came walking, and 
all these people, most of them were ' 
naked, some of them you couldn't 
even recognize whether they were a 
man, a woman or-practically all of 
them were walking with their hands 
extended-their arms extended, their 
hands hanging down-and their 
knees slightly bent, almost on tiir 
toes. Large blisters on their bodies, 
with some fluid moving in the 
blisters. Staring ahead. ' 

And during the night-we couldn't 
sleep because of the moaning and 
crying of these victims. These people 
crying for their mothers, for water; 
and that evening I climbed up . a 
chimney near our home at a factory 
near our home. And I looked toward 
the city, and the city was burning. 

The next morning I went up again, 
and then I saw that the city was no 
more ... 

I also n~ted that during the day 
when I went to the city that I came. 
across a streetcar and saw people 
sitting and standing in the streetcar, 

·and I felt strange that people would 
be resting in a streetcar at a time 
like this. 

As I came by, I realized that all 
these people were dead. The people 
sitting down were dead. They were 
burned beyond recognition. They 
were standing up with .their hands 
on the crossbar. 

And there were people sticking 
their h13ads in the water tanks that 
were prepared in case of air raid 
fires. They were dead with their 
heads in those water tanks. 

People were lined up-many, many 
hundreds or thousands were lined 
up on the river bank that ran 
through Hiroshima, and they were 
dead. . 

Hundreds of bodies were under 
the bridges, piled up. And I also 
noted that on the bridge that I · 
always walked over to my school 
there were footprints of people who 

·10 

were probably standing at that time. 
During the days and weeks tha t 

followed, I saw many people in our 
neighborhood with burns. There was 
very little medication, and even at 
the army hospital there were few 
doctors and nurses available. There 
were very few medicines. So the only 
thing they could use was the type of 
medicine like Mercurochrome or 
some sort of oil, ointment to put on 
their bodies. And soon their burns 
became infested with maggots; you 
could see the maggots crawling all 
over their bodies. 

I can still remember the peculiar 
odor that these people had. I shall 
never forget the odor ... 

I have seen people who didn't 
,have their bodies. They were wear
ing a helmet at that time, and the 
skull was ,beneath the helmet, no 
bodies, just their skull. 

And hundreds of thousands of peo
ple continued to flow towards the 
section of the city that I was leaving, 
because there was a post there, and 
they were evacuated there. 

And [as for] people who died at the 
hospital, at their home, there were 
no facilities to cremate them or bury 
them, so they were just piled up in a 
huge pile of bodies, and burned close 
by, I 

And I still remember the looks in 
my friends' faces that had lost their 
parents and brothers and sisters. 
They just didn't know what happen
ed. They knew it was some kind of 
bomb. They didn't know what kind of 
bomb it was. And we really realized 
that, and we th.ought that Hiroshima 
just like hell, hell on this earth; the 
city just turned into a desert of 
death. 

Mltsuo Tomosawa 

Every day, I would think, in case 
anything · happens, I will duck ~der 
my workbench counter, because that 
was built right onto the wall and it 
was · strong and sturdy. So I did, I 
bent down to get under, but the air 
pressure came and blew me out of 
the room. 

Then I was floating on the air, like 
floating over this way and that way, 
and I felt-suddenly, I stopped mov
ing. So I sat up and tried to look to 
see what happened. 

Then a crash came over my head, 
and something crashed on my head. I 
felt a big slap on my left cheek, just 
like somebody had slapped me very 
hard. 

So I covered my face with my 
hands, and my hands just went right 
into my face. Then I thought, "Well, 
I'm injured." So I bent down right on 
the floor again, but I couldn't hear 
anything. I didn't feel anything. So I 
started looking up again and 

· everything was so dark, I could not 
see a~ything ... 

[Finally,] I got up and I ran to the 
I 

front way. Then -I saw everybody · 
was injured, blood all over, and I just 
went straight to the front door. 

There I saw people burned, just 
like overcooked turkey, and some of 
them very badly burned so they 
couldn't see; just black people stan
ding there with their skin hanging 
down from their cheeks and arms. It 
looked like they had long faces and 
long arms ... 

Then, at that time,, it stared get
ting hot because there were fires 

outside. So I went to the communica
tions office backyard, because I 
knew there was a . great big pool 
there where they kept water all the 
time in case of fire. So I went there, 
because I needed water. It was so 
hot. 

Then I saw the backyard was all 
orange up in the sky. I couldn't see. 
blue sky anymore, and I didn't know 
what time of day it was. In that pool 
there were· so many people, lying 
over on top of one another. The peo
ple on the bottom were drowning 
and the peple on top were hot and 
were trying to get in. So I pushed a 
few heads over so I could get some of 
the water, but I wasn't able to get 
water. 

I could hear, my hair was crackl
ing, and my' dress was curling up, 
and I noticed my dress-it was funny
all the seams were gone and all the 
pieces were just hanging there from 
my shoulders. 

So I went back to the front of the 
hospital again. I remember we had a 
fire lane there, a little 'opening. So I 
went there and I found a water pipe 
that was broken: and it was.spraying 
water. 

The U.S. Federal Emergency Manag 
Agency (FEMA) h1JS de1ignated th,11 
flTelJS as "high ri1k" in the event of, 
scale nuclear attack. If these area1 w111 
almoJI the enhre country would be I wtlh lethal radtoactn,e fallout wiihin 24 

And I just sat there in the water. I 
lost all my-I felt like I had lost all the 
bones in my body. I just got so weak, 
and I looked around, and the ground I 
was orange; the sky was orange. No J ~ 
way I could escape anymore. ~I _c_c _ _______ __. 

Then I saw a woman trying to 
escape. She said that the fire was 
just there, and I could go out the side 
and escape. So she came into the 
water to get all her clothes soaking 
wet. 

Then she started walking through 
it. Then she danced in the fire. I wat
ched, but I couldn't do anything and 
nobody else could do anything for 
her. 

And I saw my friend who was on 
the staff in the communications post 
office. She was walking with her 
mother and father's help to try and 
escape toward the west side of 
Hiroshima. And I saw her feet. They 
were cut at her ankles.and were just 
hanging by a thin skin. She was 
walking on her ankles at that time. I 
did not see her until a year later, but 
I could never forget her on that day. 

Then I saw my hospital'doctor was 
being helped by the head nurse, and 
they were going to the west side, too. 
And the head nurse told me, "Come 
along with us, we're going that way 
to escape." And I tried to get up, but 
I couldn't move anymore. Then I 
think I passed out. Then I don't know 
how long I was there under the water 
spray. 

When I woke up, black rain was 
falling, and people were shouting 
about the black rain. We didn't know 
at the time-we all thought at the 
time that it was oil; that probably the , 
B-29s had come back and dropped 
oil on us and would put fire on us. 

So everybody started moving, and 
whoever was al>le to move, they 
were trying to go away from that 
place. But I couldn't move. Then I 
passe~ out again. And the next time I 
came to, just everywhere were dead 
people. At that time, I could hardly 
get my eyes open because my head 
was so badly swollen, and I could on
ly see the fire with my right eye. And . 
my left eye was-I thought I opened 
it, but I couldn't see because it was . 

so swollen. 
But I' lifted my lid .open 

finger and saw a beautiful 
and. what looked like a 
Nobody was standing up, 
was walking around. Just 
there looking at the buildi 
of me, the hospital and 
munications building. 
. So I started crawling. I 

get up. I couldn't lift my 
looked at my shoulder and 
about a six-inch-long piece 
stuck in me, and·in my leg. 
just crawled; I couldn't w 
hospital. And I don't know 
it took me to get there. 
there, and the doctor saw 
came toward the door and 
me up. He said, "Oh, I'm so 
you out there, but I thought 
dead." He picked me up ano 
to the surgery room ... 

Then three or four d 
together and cleaned me up, 
pieces of glass out, and theJ 
to sew up my face. They ther 
me, "We don't have anes 
no special equipment." I 
just to leave me alone. But h! 
didn't let them do it, I woulo 
afterward-if I survived. 
started sewing my face wi · 
heavy needle. I was sere . 
the time, asking them to 
please leave me alone ... 

Kbnult 

The first time I saw JD! 
couldn't believe that was 
ed like a red monster. I 
eyebrows, no eyelashes. Jui 
face, with soft new 11kin · 
it took me a long time to . 
was me. The first time I re 
was me, somebody poured i 
over my back. And still 
remember that feeling. I 
forget. 
cc 
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, when the first crude 
nuclear weapons 

e Japanese cities of 
d Nagasaki, the world 
nuclear weapons has 
ing. Today, the United 
e Soviet Union have 
each, most of them 

as lethal as the 1945 
ese weapons are 

long-range missiles 
able of spanning the 
e aboard nuclear
ubmarines (SLBMs) 
oaming the ocean bot
tbs at a time, and are 
int~rcontinental-range 

rmanently on instant 

rs of the two "super
e it within their power, 
ressing a bµtton, to an
e major cities of their 
0 times over. And it is 
yond the power of 

ent the other from car
h apocalyptic destruc

United States and the 
ion have trapped 

themselves in a situation of "two 
scorpions in a bottle." 

But it is not just the nuclear giants 
tliat hold the world in this · 
precarious state. Other nations, 
sometimes referred to as the 
"lesser" nuclear powers, have been 
striving to emulate them. Thus, 
England, France, China and India 
have already publicly demonstrated 
their capability of detonating 
nuclear explosives and, with the ex
C!3ption of India, are assiduously ac
cumulating nuclear arsenals and ef
fective means of delivering them 
long distances. , 

At this time, at least four other 
countries are close to joining them. 
Unless nuclear powers enact much 
more serious restraints and unless 
we have determined and honest in
terns tional efforts to shore up the 
totterng non-proliferation agree
ment, we can be certain that the 
nuclear virus will have infected the 
entire industrialized world-and a 
large part of the Third World as 
well-before the end of this century. 
This is a frightening prospect, and 
although the political l.~aders of the 
"Western democracies" generally 
recognize the gravity of the situa
tion, they have done little more than 
pay lip-service to the. need for chang
ing it. 

Furthermore, allegedly responsi
ble U.S. governmental leaders now 
ref er to nuclear war as being 
"limitable," or even "winnable"; 
they extol the virtues of the neutron 
bomb because it only kills people 
and leaves property intact; they talk 
of emerging from a "protracted" 
nuclear war-in which only a few 
hundred million people are killed on 
both sides-to rebuild from the ashes 
and resume "business as usual" in 
just a few years. 

Worse, it is not just "talk": 
elaborate and sometimes ludicrous 

plans are being devised and detailed 
for "evacuating" our metropolitan 
centers in times of crisis. Reinforced 
underground shelters, stocked with 
the necessities required for surviv.al 
therein for many months following a 
nuclear attack, are being con
·structed for our "leaders." A large
scale business in "survival" equip
ment for .Mr. and Mrs. Ordinary 
Citizen has evolved, of which a ma
jor item appears to be the firearms 

· necessary to keep interlopers out of 
your shelter. 

Is it any wonder that "The 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists' " 
"Doomsday Clock", now at fo~r 
minutes before twelve--stands closer 
to midnight than at any time since 
1963 (when, after 10 years of cold 
war, during which the clock had 
been frozen at two minutes, the sign
ing of the Partial Test Ban Treaty 
signaled the beginning of a decade of 
"detente")? 

Or is it any wonder that millions of 
American citizens are desperately 
lo_oking for some way of expressing 
their convictions that the only way of 
dealing with the menace of the 
nuclear arms race is by doing away 
with nuclear arms? 

Should we be surprised that both 
Europeans and Americans are final
ly willing to take to the streets in a 
desperate attempt to convince their 
governments that what they want is 
a real change in approaches to mak
ing peace, not just cosmetic ap
pearances? 

Today we must ask: Will the iner
tia of a policy of bluster finally drive 
us over the brink of nuclear war? Or 
will an aroused citizenry in 
America, in Western Europe and, 
yes, in Eastern Europe as well, force 
our leaders to stop, to contemplate 
together our mutual dilemmas and, 
finally, to turn toward a disarmed. 
cooperative world? 

What can we--you and I-do to in
fluence the outcome of this race? We 
must speak up--individually and in 
groups-to let our leaders know 
where we stand on the issues of 
disarmament and nuclear war. We 
must emphatically support the 
mushrooming "freeze" movement as 
a. way of preparing to engage in 
serious negotiations for very 
substantial reductions. It is essential 
to halt the current rate of produc
tion, testing and deployment of new 
nuclear a,rms and their systems of 
delivery, lest the traditionally slow 
pace of negotiations again be over
taken by a new generation of even 
more ominous and lethal weapons, 
perhaps this time deployed in space. 

And while we are using modern 
technology to build up the necessary 
physical barriers against nuclear 
weapons proliferation-both vertical 
and horizontal-we must strengthen 
the psychological barriers by means 
of a mutual, eventually universal no
first-use agreement, as applied to 
nuclear as , well as chemical, 
biological and other weapons of 
mass destruction. This is a minimum 
program of immediate actions dic
tated by the imperative of human 
survival. 

We must introduce these issues in
to the electoral process at all levels
local and national-and we must con
vince all candidates .for office that 
they will be judged at least as much, 
even more, on their positions on 
these issues of survival as on the 
conventional "bread and butter" 
issues. It is only by putting nuclear 
war prevention and nuclear disar
mament at the top of our priority list 
that we may still be able to reverse 
those national and international 
forces that seem to be driving the 
world towards that disaster from 
which there would be no return. 
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_Professor tells what will happen to city if bomb hits 
~ . . 

By H. Jack Gel1er 
H. Jack Geiger, M.D., is Arthur C. 

Logan professor of. community 
medicine, City Col}.ege, City Universi
ty of New York, and is a member of 
the board of directors of Physicians 
for Social Responsibility, of which he 
was a founding member. 

To calculate the consequences of 
a· thermonuclear attack on "Sn 
American city is to try to describe 

\ and understand an event without 
precedent in human experience. 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki do not 
serve. The weapons used on those 
cities approximated 13 kilotons of 
explosive force. At one megaton-a . 
small weapon by contemporary 
standards-we are trying to imagine · 
80 simultaneous Hiroshima explo
sions. 

At 20 megatons we are trying to· 
imagine 1,600 Hiroshima bombs 
detonated at the same time in the 
same place. 
,,. At the time of Hiroshima, there 
was one nuclear power and the 
world's total arsenal comprised two 
or three weapons. Today there are 
at least six nuclear powers and the 
t otal a rs eual--conserva tively 
e stim"ated--exceeds 50,000 
warheads. 

But most important, Hiroshima 
a'nd Nagasaki were isolated, limited 
disasters. They could, in time, be 
saved and reconstructed with help SU's system of underground tunnels would work In a pinch If fallout shelters are nowhere near. Will they protect you fr 
from the outside. In any full-seal.a Probably not. NQ_shelter Is safe from destruction If close ono"gh taground zero. Ph 

nuclear exchange today there would . 
-be no "outside" that we could rely suitcase. 
on for aid. To calculate the effects, we need . 

In a population-targeted attack, to know only the size of the weapon, 
every community in the United the nature of the attack (air burst or 
States·with a population of 25,000 or ground burst, single or multiple 
more might be destroyed. strike), the nature of the terrain, 

The same is true, of course, of all the time of year, the day of the week 
the communities in the Soviet Union, and the time of day, and 'the prevail
Great Britain and Europe ... There ing weather conditions; especially 
are so many warheads that there is the wind direction and velocity. 
a shortage of targets. A single one-megaton .air burst 

During the last 20 years, the con- over the New York City metropolitan 
sequences of nuclear attack have area, for example, would-according 
been calculated in exquisite detail in to the calculations of the U.S. Arms 
hundreds of scientific journals, Control and Disarmament Agency
books and government publications. kill 1,667,000 people and profoundly 

It is relatively easy, in scientific injure 2,838,000. 
and medical terms, to predict the ef- A single 20-megaton air burst 
facts of overwhelming· blast fore es, would kill 7,698,000 and seriously in
searing heat and intense radiation · jure 3,874,000. 
on human beings and their en" · These- numbers, so large as to be 
vironments. almost beyond comprehension, , are 

It is the imagination that fails, serious understatements, however. 
because we are so unfamiliar with Assuming something quite 
the scale and magnitude of these probable-that the attack would oc
f orces. cur on a weekday when more people 

For example: a large conventional would be working in the central city, 
bomb explosion creates a heat of near ground zero-and something 
about 9,000 degrees Fahrenheit; a quite certain-that the nuclear explo
thermonuclear explosion ere-ates a sion would create a Hiroshima-type 
heat of 27 million degrees. firestorm burning for days at 1,800 

Or e:gain-:- if we were-able to divide degrees Fahrenheit, turning every 
the combined American and Soviet bomb shelter into a crematorium
arsenals into Hiroshima-size bombs, the casualty count would increase 

' . 
and we were to explode one such 25 percent. 
bomb every minute-60 Hiroshima Taking these factors into account, 
bombs an hour, 1,440 a day-we a one-megaton air burst would .kill 
would have to do that for two years 2,000,400 and severely injure 
and three months before we ex- 3,405,600 for a to1al of 5,406,000, or 
hausted the arsenals. 33 percent of the New York City 

Since we cannot imagine a full~· metropolitan area. 
scale nuclear war, in order to com- Again, taking the same factors in
prehend the consequences of ther- to account, a 20-megaton air burst 
mo~uclear weapons we must con- would kill 9.2 million and severely in
sider the case of a single weapon and jure 4.6 .million for a total of 13.8 
a single. city- a one megaton million, or 85 percent of all the peo
warhead, let us say, the equivalent ' ·pie in the New York City 
of one million tons of TNf. · metropolitan area. 

That's enough TNf to fill a freight There is no identifiable event in 
train more than 200 miles long; the human history in which .two million 
actual bomb is about the size of a to nine million people have been kill-

12 . · 
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ed in one place it1 one moment. Another factor is that 
There is no previous situation in be no hospitals, no amb 

which there were three to four lab equipment, X-ray 
million seriously injured human be- plasma or drugs. In s 
ings in one place. would be no medical care 

· And what would these injured we commonly understand 
"survivors" be suffering1 Tens .of ~ What would be left 
thousands-in some circumstances, buildings would be lying 
more than 100,000-people would would be left of the str 
·have extensive third-degree burns. would be down;- subway! 

The number of New York City nels would be crushed. 
metropolitan area bum cases alone But these are the cons 
would exceed by a factor of 1,000 the just one weapon-a s· 
capacity of all the burn-care centers megaton or 20-megaton 
in the entire United States. in one strike. In the real 

Hundreds of thousands of "sur- many as 30 or 40 megatom 
· vivors" would suffer crushing in- the New York metropo · 
juries of the chest, abdomen and with strikes occurring 
limbs; skull fractures; spinal cord in- . weeks. 
juries; and multiple lacerations, In the real event, there 
hemorrhage and shock. 7,000 or 10,000 megatons 

Many would have these injuries in on the United States-and 
conjunction with burns and acute or eve~ larger number on 
radiation sickness. A moderate Union. 
number would have ruptured lungs Deaths would occur 
and eardrums from blast pressures, not just in the target 

. in addition to their other injuries. radioactive contaminati 
Many would be blind, because as and as epidemic disease 

,far as 35 miles from ground zero, a tion followed. 
reflex glance at the nuclear fireball There is no. defense; ci 
would produce severe retinal burns. is at best an illusion, at 

These would be .the short-range fraud . 
problems to whic;h a medical The_~ only true meaniDB 
response would have to be address- vival" is soci,al, not biol 

· ed. , . ,ply to tally those who a~ 
Long-rapge problems would, of or alive and uninjured, IS 

course, qiclude the epidemic disease ·biological body count that 
potential of millions of decomposing social meaning. 
human corpses, lack of safe water, a The biological "sJll'viv 
burgeonjng-growth of insect carriers probability, merely have 
of infection, and rapidly decreasing their deaths. Life in tbt 
stocks of food. But who would be left would bear no resembl 
to respond? . . before a nuclear attack. 

Assuming a one-megaton air From a medical stan 
burst, one physician would survive danger of nuclear war iS 
for every 1,000 severely injured per- health problem of UDP 
sons in New York City. magnitude. 

Working 20 hours a day, it would There is no coherent re 
take eight days for every critically cure. Only one medical (. 
injured "survivor" to be seen once strategy .remains: preventi 
by a physician-for about 10 minutes. 
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